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'SPRING SOUNDS' PRESENTED 
"Spring Sounds," a Mu Beta Fsi presentation 
next Thursday night in the College Chapel, will 
feature the Tiger Tones, the Jungaleers, the Trade- 
winds, and the Clemson Glee Club. The complete 
story on this concert along with miscellaneous infor- 
mation on the participants is on Page 8 this week. 
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Senior Election Returns Declared Null And Void 
•   • 
Woody Herman To Fashion Junior-Senior Music 
Discrepancies Are 
Found In Recount 
By BILL HILL And JUDY DELOACH 
Tiger News Editor And Staff Writer 
A startling announcement by Student Government offi- 
cials at 2 a.m. Thursday morning revealed that discrepan- 
cies exist in the returns of the recent Senior Class elections. 
Joe Fox, Student Government president, declared that the 
senior returns are null and void and completely unofficial. 
The  complete statement issued 
Plays Return Engagement      ('America's Greatest 
Entertaining Unit' 
Returns To Campus 
to the Tiger early Thursday morn- 
ing reads as follows: "Due to the 
many obvious discrepancies in 
the returns of the Senior Class 
general election upon recount, in- 
formation regarding said election 
cannot be disclosed at this time. 
"All Senior Class positions are 
hereby null and void; that is, the 
returns from last Tuesday (April 
21) are unofficial as far as said 
class is concerned. 
"Official returns of the class in 
question will be released to the 
student body at large as soon as 
possible." 
Bulletin 
Duck Deaton has been declar- 
ed president of the rising Senior 
Class after a called recount had 
disclosed wide discrepancies in 
voting, Dean Walter Cox an- 
nounced last night. Bob Boles, 
as previously announced, is the 
vice president. 
Two other changes in Senior 
Class offices have named Julian 
Dixon as secretary, and Alan El- 
more as representative. Other 
representatives named in the first 
count who have been certified 
through the recount are Ted Dav- 
enport, Jerry Brown, Billy Mc- 
Cowan and Tom TtarttSon. 
As previously announced also, 
Jimmy Creel and Dick Lime- 
liouse will runoff for Senior Class 
treasurer. 
Dean Cox blamed the discre- 
pancies on a mistake in tallies of 
ballots. He said Student Govern- 
ment officials were still meeting 
late yesterday to determine 
whether the mistakes were inten- 
tional or not. 
Pox stated that the discrepan- 
cies turned up in a recount which 
was called for by an undisclosed 
member of the rising Senior Class. 
Another Change Made 
One other change has been an- 
nounced by the Election Commit- 
tee since the posting of returns 
Tuesday night. The change oc- 
cured in the returns of the rising 
Junior Class. 
Jim Youngblood. a candidate for 
representative,   had  missed  elec- 
tion by two votes.    After he call- 
ed for a recount, it was discovered 
that he had been elected to one of 
the five posts.    The recount dis- 
placed Bert Wood who had been 
previously announced as elected. 
Luther Bigby, Election Com- 
mittee chairman, attributed the 
mistake  to a  "miscalculation." 
He stated  that the entire  vote 
for tjie class was recounted and 
the recount returns are now of- 
ficial.   He also pointed out that 
the returns for the rising sopho- 
more class are official. 
In spite of the discrepancies in 
Senior Class returns, there was one 
bright spot in the elections Tues- 
day.    Student  voters turned  out 
in what was found to be the great- 
est participation in any of the col- 
lege elections    this    year.    Some 
1220 students voted. 
Elected Unopposed 
In Junior Class elections, Ken- 
neth Powell, Electrical Engineer- 
ing major from Greenwood, polled 
306 votes to win the presidential 
post. Powell was unopposed ex- 
cept for two write-in votes. 
A run-off for vice president of 
the junior class will be held be- 
tween Charles Corley, Pre-Med 
student from Lexington, and Lee 
(Continued on  Page  6) 
Honor's Day Ceremony 
To Be Observed May 6 
Honor's Day, formerly known as 
Scholastic Recognition Day, will 
be held at 11 a.m. May 6 in the 
College Chapel. Classes will be 
held on an abbreviated schedule 
in order to allow students and 
faculty to attend the program. 
Professor M. B. Wilson, chair- 
man, College Honors and Awards 
Committee, and his committee 
have been working on the Honor's 
Day program throughout the year, 
and the final plans are in the pro- 
cess of being prepared. 
Purpose Is Twofold 
The purpose of Honor's Day is 
twofold: to recognize those"stu- 
dents who have attained academic 
honors for the first semester as 
announced by the Registar's Of- 
fice; and to announce the indivi- 
dual recipients of other awards and 
honors. 
A highlight of the program will 
he an address by President R. C. 
Edwards. This convocation will 
be the first at which Mr.  Ed-J 
wards will speak to the student 
body and faculty as the new 
president of Clemson. 
Attendance Urged 
President Edwards has urged all 
students to be present for Honor's 
Day to give them "an opportunity 
to better know 'what manner of 
man' is in the President's Office" 
as well as to recognize those re- 
ceiving honors. 
Mr. Greg Hughes, Director, 
Student Aid and Placement, has 
suggested that all club and 
organization officers urge their 
members to attend the Honor's 
Day program. 
The Honor's and Awards' Com- 
mittee hopes that the Honor's Day 
program will be regarded by the 
student body as one of the most 
outstanding events of the school 
year and will be attended by all 
students as a tribute to those fel- 
low classmates who have achieved 
academic and other honors. 
WOODY HERMAN 
Air Force Band Appears Today In 
Finale Of Current Concert Series 
The United States Air Force Band appears here today 
in the finale of the 1958-59 Clemson Concert Series. The 
band will present two performances; a matinee at 4 p.m. 
and an evening concert at 8 p.m. Both performances will 
be held in the college field house. 
Currently    on     a    three-week 
spring tour, the band features 
"The Singing Sergeants," a 25- 
voice ensemble, and baritone solo- 
ist S/Sgt.  Armand McLane. 
The Air Force Band's repertoire 
contains more than 200 selections, 
which include opera, jazz, spiri- 
tuals, and bop. 
Organized In 1942 
As famous music organizations 
go, the U. S. A. F. Band is very 
young. Organized in 1942, it has 
risen to such international fame 
that the band has been labeled 
"A Symphony in the Sky." 
From North America to Eur- 
ope, from Asia to Africa, the Air 
Force Band has concertized be- 
fore some 200 million people. 
The band played to 100,000 peo- 
ple nightly for 17 consecutive 
nights in Chicago's Soldier 
Field, and in Berlin's Olympic 
Stadium it attracted an audi- 
ence of 130,000 persons. 
The matinee program will open 
with 'Fanfare and Allegro' by 
Williams and 'Some Enchanted 
Evening' by Rodgers-Hammer- 
stein, with Baritone Donald 
Boothman as soloist. Featured will 
be the 'Carnival of the Animals' 
by Saint-Saens, including 'Intro- 
duction and Royal March of the 
Lions', 'Tortoise', 'Personages 
with Long Ears' and 'The Par- 
ade'. 
To Feature Trumpeteer 
The band concert will be com- 
pleted with an 'Ode For Trumpet', 
a solo by Trumpeteer Jack Hardy, 
'Waltzing    Winds'    by Osterling, 
'The Man Who Invented Music' 
by Gillis and 'The Stars and 
Stripes Forever' by Sousa. 
"The Singing Sergeants" will 
offer selections from 'The Most 
Happy Fella' by Loesser, includ- 
ing   'Standin'   on    the  Corner', 
'Joey,  Joey, Joey',  'Sposalizio', 
'Mama,    Mama'    'Abbondanza' 
and 'My Heart is So Full of You.' 
The evening program will open 
with  'Symphony   No.    1—Finale' 
by Kalinikov;   'Avant de Quitter 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Armed Forces Day 
To Be Celebrated 
In Area On May 14 
Celebration of Armed Forces 
Day will be held throughout the 
area on May 14, and displays of 
military equipment on Bowman 
Field will be the first of activities 
starting at 1 p.m., according to 
R. C. Edwards, president of Clem- 
son College. 
Military displajs, which will be 
furnished by reserve and national 
guard units in the area, will in 
elude 105 mm howitzers, two-and- 
a-half ton trucks, 4.2 inch mor- 
tars, and H-13 helicopter and var- 
ious types of signal equipment. 
The annual ROTC    Recogni- 
tion Day   Ceremony,    a major 
event of the day, will begin at 
i p.m. 
Major    General    Bowen, XII 
(Continued on Page 6) 
By LEE CLYBURN 
Tiger Assistant News Editor 
Woody Herman and his dy- 
namic orchestra, deemed as 
America's Greatest Entertaining 
Unit," will fashion a variety of 
music — from popular to jazz — 
during the annual Taps Junior- 
Senior scheduled May 15-16 in 
the college dining hall. 
Perform At Dances 
According to Bob Erwin, CDA 
president, the band will perform 
for both the formal and informal 
dances. 
Woody plays either the clarinet 
or the alto saxophone and also 
sings. He has played the clarinet 
for 30 years. 
The aggregation last appeared 
on campus for Mid-Winter's in 
1957, and has since won blue 
ribbons in several music polls. 
The   band   itself   is   hand- 
picked from  a group of over 
200   musicians,   according   to 
Woody, and is currently rated 
'highly by such publications as 
Time and Parade. 
Says columnist Frank Connifl, 
VAs one who has taken a dour 
view of the contemporary state 
of American jazz,  I would like 
to say that there is nothing wrong 
with it that a few more bands 
like   the   new   Woody   Herman 
aggregation wouldn't cure." 
Started  As  Musician 
Woody started his career as a 
musician when he was but nine 
years old. When he finished high 
school, he enrolled in Marquette 
jtfusic School in Milwaukee, and 
after a- year of study started 
working with local bands. 
He then went to California 
where he was a featured singer 
and instrumentalist along with 
vocalist Tony Martin. 
In 1936 Woody took over a 
band with which he had been 
affiliated for three years. The 
road to success was long, but 
when the band caught atten- 
tion of the public, popular 
band leaders such as Count 
Basie recall and still say that 
the Herman band frightened 
them. 
After the war, Woody produc- 
ed a new band with a new sound 
—recording such songs as "Bis- 
hop's Blues," "Blues on Parade," 
"Woodchopper's Ball,'' "Caldon- 
ia," "Your Father's Mustache," 
"Wildroot," "Apple Honey" and 
"Northwest Passage." 
Reorganized In '50 
The band was reorganized in 
1950, and Woody now features 
the sound of the "Four Brothers,'' 
which is designed to play good 
music as well as jazz. 
Recently the band was asked 
by the United States Department 
to tour South America on a good 
will tour. The trip covered 23 
countries in a 21 week period. 
Also, in 1954 the band toured 
Europe giving concerts. 
Time reports that "Band- 
leader Herman is ready to show 
a whole generation what it has 
been missing." 
Variety says, "Herman, has a 
tightly knit crew that knows how 
to get his musical message across; 
they dish it out with an ingra- 
tiating zest." 
The group now records for 
Capitol, Columbia and Verve 
records. 
Delegates Register Today For 2-Day Conclave, Discussions 
State Collegiate Press Association Convenes At Clemson 
By BECKY EPTING 
Tiger Staff Writer 
The South Carolina Collegiate 
Press Association will hold it's an- 
nual convention on campus this 
weekend with approximately 125 
delegates from South Carolina col- 
legiate newspapers and magazines 
attending the meeting. The yearly 
affair beginning today is one of the 
outstanding highlights of the As- 
sociation. 
Events of the convention include 
socials and group discussions 
where delegates will discuss cam- 
pus newspaper problems and new 
ideas. Socials including drop-ins. 
a banquet and a dance will make 
it possible for visitors to become 
better acquainted. 
Registration starts at 1 p.m. 
this afternoon on the loggia and 
runs until 4 p.m.   Clemson, host 
delegation, will provide all neces- 
sities during the weekend. 
To Attend Concert 
The convention members will 
attend the Air Force Band-Sing- 
ing Sergeants concert tonight 
from 8-10 p.m. and an informal 
party following the concert at 
Boscobel from 10:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
Discussion groups are to be con- 
ducted tomorrow morning by 
members of various college per- 
iodicals. Topics of discussion 
groups and leaders are "Recruiting 
and Holding a Staff" — Hunter 
Stokes, Wofford College; "Maga- 
zine Editing"—Franklyn Sanders, 
Wofford College; "Sports Writ- 
ing"—Doane James, Wofford Col- 
lege. 
Also "Business Manager and Ad- 
vertising"—George Heron, Clem- 
son College; "News—How to Spot 
It and Write It"—Ira L. Baker, 
permanent advisor to SCCPA; of 
Furman University; "Basic News- 
paper Make-Up"—Bob Thompson. 
Furman University, and Jerry 
Ausband, Clemson College. 
| .Others are "Basic Column ana 
(Feature Writing" — Ann Black- 
mon, Winthrop College; "Maga- 
zine Make-Up" — Ronnie Hill- 
house, Clemson College; "The Role 
of an Advisor"—Ira L. Baker; and 
"The Technical Aspects of College 
Journalism"—Jerry Ausband. 
Meetings To Be Held 
Included in the weekend's acti- 
vities are two general meetings, 
the first of which is to be held this 
afternoon in Room 118 of the 
Chemistry Building. Dean Walter 
Cox of Clemson will address the 
group. 
Election of new officers of 
SCCPA will be the highlight of 
the second general session. This 
meeting  will be  held from 2-4 
p.m. tomorrow. 
On-campus meeting places for 
the convention are Room 118 of 
the Chemistry Building for both 
general sessions; Tiger Lounge 
and Offices; meeting rooms on 
third floor of the Student Center; 
and board rooms, also on third 
floor of the Student Center. The 
meeting and board rooms and 
Tiger Lounge will be used by dis- 
cussion groups. 
President To Speak 
A banquet will be held tomorrow 
evening in the college dining hall 
from 7-9 p.m. Clemson President 
R. C. Edwards will address the 
delegates, after which awards will 
be presented. New officers of 
SCCPA will also be introduced at 
this time. 
A dance featuring the Skylarks 
of Clemson College is to be held 
A Southern 'Verse To A Northern Poem 
It has been said that the nicest ending to a 
Northern poem is a Southern verse, and Elain 
Smith—a senior at Daniel High—is certainly one 
of the nicest we've seen lately. An immigrant 
from Rhode Island, Elain has been in soverign 
state of South Carolina for the past nine years. 
She is as pretty as any poem, except for her 
choice of colleges next year, it could be a Clem- 
son ending. Instead, it's the standard 'Verse— 
and for those of you out of the know, that's a 
localism for Converse. (Tiger photo by Alex 
McCormack.) 
General Assembly Includes 
Campus On Upper State Tour 
By BILL HILL 
Tiger News Editor 
A tour of the campus, lunch in 
the college dining hall and a ban- 
quet at the Clemson House were 
among the highlights of a tour of 
the upper state Tuesday and Wed- 
nesday by 109 members of the 
South Carolina General Assembly. 
The tour, which included Pick- 
ens and Oconee Counties, was the 
first of its kind to the upper state 
for the    General    Assembly this 
year. 
The group, escorted by the 
Pickens County delegation head- 
ed by Sen. Earle Morris, a Clem- 
son graduate, took a two hour 
tour of industrial sites in the 
county before coming to the 
Clemson House where they spent 
the night. 
The delegates gathered   at the 
Saco-Lowell   Shops near   Easley 
Senior Day To Feature Dance, 
Greased Pig Race, Barbecue 
By BILL HILL 
Tiger News Editor 
Greased pig races, service projects, a dance with real 
live girls, and a barbecue will be among the features of 
this years' Senior Day according to Jim Smith, Senior 
Class president. 
immediately after the banquet at 
the Boscobel Country Club from 
9-12 p.m. Plans have been made 
for an informal drop-in, also at 
Boscobel, after the Saturday 
dance. 
The SCCPA has sponsored sev- 
eral activities during the year 
including an annual news semi- 
nar held at Furman University 
in December; a critical survey 
for member publications; and 
an annual convention. 
Officers of the SCCPA who plan- 
ned this convention are Hunter 
Stokes, president, Wofford Col- 
lege; Ann Blackmon, vice-presi- 
dent, Winthrop College; Cynthia 
Belcher, treasurer, Converse Col- 
lege; Bob Thompson, recording 
secretary, Furman University; and 
Jerry Ausband, corresponding sec- 
retary, Clemson College. 
Jim stated that all June '59, 
August '59 and February '60 
graduates are eligible to parti- 
cipate providing they have signed 
up for their diploma. In order to 
sign for a diploma a senior should 
go by the Registar's office and see 
Mrs. Bailey. 
Cuts Excused 
Seniors can forget about classes 
Tuesday afternoon and Wednes- 
day morning according to Jim. 
Class cuts will be provided for all 
those taking part in the activities 
from noon Tuesday to noon Wed- 
nesday. 
Jim emphasized that in an 
effort to prevent any uncalled 
for acts or damage, the Educa- 
tional Council of the college has 
given its permission for Senior 
Day if, and only if, the Senior 
Class takes full responsibility. 
Jim said, "In order to assure a 
successful Senior Day it is neces- 
sary that certain resolutions be 
adopted. Each senior will have 
to agree to these resolutions upon 
registration." 
The resolutions are as follows: 
1. Any property destroyed will 
result in expulsion. 
2. Disorderly conduct in the 
dormitories or on campus will 
bring expulsion. This includes 
downtown Clemson and surround- 
ing areas. 
3. Men will be held personally 
responsible to the Senior Class for 
property damage. 
4. Any tampering with college 
property or equipment will bring 
expulsion. 
5. Any underclassman taking 
part in Senior Day activities will 
be expelled. 
6. The Senior Class accepts full 
responsibility for planning Senior 
Day and for the conduct of all 
students and for the punishment 
of any violators. In accepting 
this responsibility, the Senior Class 
alone will have the authority to 
turn in violators. 
7. Any act against the better 
ment of Senior Day and not cover- 
ed in the  above regulations will 
result in expulsion. 
Register On Loggia 
Registration will be held on the 
Loggia Tuesday morning from 
8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. At this 
time, according to Jim, seniors 
will fill out cards and will agree 
to abide by the Senior Day resolu- 
tions, after which they will re- 
ceive their "I am a Senior" cards. 
"The importance of these cards 
can not be stressed enough," said 
Jim, "They will serve as passes to 
all of the Senior Day activities and 
all of the free outside activities, 
such as movies and golf, which 
have been donated to the class." 
After registration, work on the 
projects will begin. The projects 
this year include the continuation 
of the sidewalk on the north side 
of the Calhoun Mansion and the 
planting of grass on various bare 
(Continued on Page 8) 
where the tour began. Traveling 
in a four-bus caravan, the group 
then toured the Glenwood Cotton 
Mill, Stayton Products Company, 
Swril Inc., and several .other in- 
dustrial sites in Easley. 
Tour Pickens 
Included in the Pickens tour 
were the Pickens Cotton Mill, 
Pickens Shirt Company, Rinny- 
mede Corporation and the San- 
gamo Electric Company among 
others. 
The Poinsett Lumber Company 
rearranged their daily schedule 
by having workers report an 
hour later for work in order to 
stay open till 5 p.m. Tuesday 
thus allowing the delegates a 
chance to see the mill in opera- 
tion. 
After visiting Woodside Mills In 
Liberty.the group ended the Tues- 
day tours with visits to several of 
the industries around Central. 
A reception was held Tuesday 
night at Clemson House with mem- 
bers of county planning boards 
county officials, mayors and mem- 
bers of industry being represented. 
Welcomed By Edwards 
The delegates and guests wer« 
officially welcomed to the campu* 
by R. C. Edwards. President Ed- 
wards acted as chairman of the 
tour. Sen. Edgar Brown, member 
of the Board of Trustees, and Sen. 
Marshall Parker of Oconee Coun- 
ty and Sen. Morris of Pickens were 
also on the program. 
Among the    featured    enter- 
tainment was the showing of the 
color films of    the Sugar Bowl 
(Continued on Page  6) 
Final Fraternity 
Committee Report 
Given To Dean (ox 
By JERRY AUSBAND 
Tiger Managing Editor 
The student-faculty-a 1 u m n 1 
committee on fraternities has 
turned over a final report to Dean 
cf Student Affairs Walter Cox, 
but information on decisions 
reached has been refused until 
further study is made. 
Committee chairman Dr. 
George Bair of the English De- 
partment said Wednesday night 
that his committee had been 
asked to give their report di- 
rectly to Dean Cox. An effort 
was made in a meeting Wednes- 
day night at which some decis- 
(Continued on Page 4) 
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EDITORIALS 
Acceptance Of Dulles1 Resignation Comes 
At Crucial Time For Nation, World 
... And On The Strands Of Sunny Clemson 
President Eisenhower's acceptance of 
John Foster Dulles' resignation as Secre- 
tary of State comes at a crucial time in the 
history of our nation and the world. For 
the last six years Mr. Dulles has been the 
prime architect of our foreign policy, and 
no one will find it an easy job to take his 
place. 
Foster Dulles is a remarkable person. 
He possesses that unique quality which en- 
ables one to fathom a problem and reach 
a decision in record time. He is also a re- 
solute man, one who believes in himsel 
and his ideas. 
It can be said, then, that since 1953 Fos- 
ter Dulles was America's foreign policy, 
and America's foreign policy was John 
Foster Dulles. 
Change In Future 
It has been said that the only person 
who can conduct foreign policy like Dulles 
is Dulles himself. This is probably very 
true, and the peoples of the world should 
realize that a change in our State Depart- 
ment is about to take place. 
This change will not be in the substance 
of our foreign policy, per se, but rather in 
• the manner in which foreign relations will 
be conducted. 
The reason for this change is simple: 
Christian Herter, Dulles' successor and 
Foster Dulles do not think or act alike. 
While Mr. Herter brings with him the fun- 
damentals of "Dullesism," a definite dif- 
ference between the two will be apparent. 
While Mr. Dulles was prone to make 
decisions on his own initiative, those who 
have worked with Mr. Herter predict that 
he will be more inclined to listen to his ad- 
visors longer and with more patience. They 
further predict that Mr. Herter will dele- 
gate more authority to his subordinates and 
encourage more decisions from the second 
level of the department than did Mr. 
Dulles. 
Our foreign policy will remain just as 
firm under Mr. Herter's direction as it has 
been in the past, but our projected course 
will take a little longer to plot now. This 
will not be a hindrance to us, however. 
Mr. Herter is perhaps the best choice 
President Eisenhower could have made to 
succeed Mr. Dulles.   That Mr. Dulles per- 
sonally endorsed Mr. Herter for the post is 
impressive and quite significant. Mr. Dul- 
les is in the best position to know who is 
best capable of handling the job. 
Change Is Regrettable 
It is regrettable, however, that a change 
must be made at this trying time. We find 
ourselves at a low point in our relations 
with the Soviet Union, and the next few 
months should prove critical in matters of 
foreign relations. 
Mr. Dulles himself would find develop- 
ments between now and September de- 
manding on his diplomatic skill and years 
of experience in these matters. Mr. Her- 
ter will probably find it even more diffi- 
cult. 
The fact that Mr. Herter is less forceful 
than his predecessor will be a definite han- 
dicap, but the man has proven his ability 
by his long, successful career. One thing 
can be said: Mr. Herter's selection will 
cause a milder upheaval in the State De- 
partment than any other one. This is a 
matter of grave importance at the present 
time. 
Opposition Seems Unlikely 
President Eisenhower has made his 
choice and any opposition from Congress 
seems highly unlikely. We believe Mr. 
Eisenhower has made a wise decision in 
his selection. Mr. Herter's first test will 
come later this month when he meets in 
Paris with other western foreign ministers. 
His second test will come in early May at 
Geneva when that group meets with the 
Soviet foreign minister. 
Let us all hope that Mr. Herter will be 
able to handle whatever problems which 
are presented. "It will be Herter's job, 
along with President Eisenhower, to as- 
sert American leadership and show the 
world that the loss of Dulles—unfortunate 
as it may be at this time—makes no es- 
sential difference in this country's deter- 
mination and ability to lead the struggle 
for a just peace in an uneasy world," says 
the Charlotte Observer. This is Mr. Her- 
ter's task in the final analysis. 
Let us hope that he does well in this 
assignment. The peace and survival of the 
world may depend on it. 
Junior Follies Directors To Be Commended 
For Show Presented To Students Apr. 16 
The directors of Junior Follies are to be 
commended on the show presented here 
Apr. 16. This was perhaps the best Follies 
that has been staged on the campus in a 
number of years. 
Their efforts to "clean up" the show 
were realized, and it can truthfully be said 
that the final product was one of which we 
can all be justly proud. There were, of 
course, a few off color jokes here and there, 
but that is expected—if they are kept to a 
minimum. 
Heretofore one was hesitant about tak- 
ing a date to the show. Not so this year. 
The show we saw could be enjoyed by any- 
one, and we regret that more were not 
present. 
OK To Good Start 
We realize that over the years our Fol- 
lies had established a bad reputation for 
itself; some schools refused to send acts 
for presentation because of its past history. 
It will take time to remedy this situation, 
but we are off to an excellent start, and 
a few more shows like this year's will do 
a great deal toward making ours one of the 
best-attended Follies in the state. 
Again, our thanks to the Directors and 
the Junior Class for this needed improve- 
ment. We are confident that this is the 
first of many such fine shows. One thing 
was definitely proven: entertainment can 
be provided without resorting to vulgarity. 
We hope the rising Junior Class will use 
this year's show as an example to follow, 
and that next year will see a repeat of Apr. 
16, 1959. 
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Weekfs Peek 
BMOC'S Have Deflation 
Period At College End 
Ty TIM TRIVELY 
Tiger Associate Editor 
Ah! What price wisdom. This is the time of year 
during which senior BMOC's impart to junior BMOC's 
their glowing retrospects of past performance, that 
couldn't possibly be surpassed; of their devotion, that 
reminds one of horse opera comedy; and of their efful- 
gent truisims, that convey nothing, mean nothing and 
convince everyone 'there's a big job to be done next 
year." 
Who is a BMOC? Are you a BMOC? 
If you are there are two facts of life 
which you will have to face in the very 
near future. First, if you are spared 
that is, you may realize before you leave 
college that all you've actually done is 
a superb job of self-promotion, and very 
little more. 
"YOU    KtiOW    VERY    WELL 1WK    14    MY   6P0T ROM 
<2> To   5    CM     MONDAY   WLDfOE'SD/W^ k   fEIDAV / 
Talk Of The Town 
Do Students Desire Military 
Ball Continued Each Year? 
_ By CHARLES  SPENCER 
This is housecleaning week. 
Being of sound body and mind, 
and having no tremendous, soul 
searching problem to unburden 
on the poor reader this week and 
this  being  the   next-to-the-last 
opportunity I   will have ta ex- 
pound in this 
column    this 
year,  I take 
this   oppor- 
t un i ty    to 
clear out my 
mental file of 
|   assorted min- 
Ipll   or    concerns 
" 1||   that     have 
A/-Ssj.      , s accumulated 
■Bk «** 'ik. * with me over 
the weeks. 
The follow- 
ing matters, I feel, are in the 
category of keeping our collec- 
tive nose clean; for although we 
are net perfect here at Clemson, 
we are so close to it that we 
would hate for anything to be 
going on around here that would 
give onlookers the impression 
that we are morally lax or . . . 
well, anything but highly con- 
scientious in the conduct of our 
school's affairs. 
Military Ball—Why and For 
Whom? 
The most recent in the 1958-9 
series of fabulous Clemson week- 
ends was the annual Military 
Ball-Spring Dance occasion. It 
is generally acknowledged by 
those participating that this 
dance was every bit as enjoyable 
as the ones that preceded it this 
year. But my question, timidly 
put, is this: is there really enough 
desire among the Clemson stu- 
dents for a dance with a military 
atmosphere to justify its being 
continued from year to year? 
Before I go any further, allow 
Let's Talk It Over 
me to insert that I am not anti- 
military. Although I am not now 
enrolled in ROTC for reasons 
not even known to myself, I ad- 
mire any man who completes the 
course at Clemson. But . • • 
back to the point. 
It is my understanding that a 
few years ago the attendance at 
Military Ball dropped off so 
much that it was in danger of 
extinction. So the Military and 
Air Science Departments agreed 
with the Central Dance Associa- 
tion to conduct a drive for the 
sale of dance tickets on class- 
room time, if C.D.A. would keep 
the dance. So far, so good. But 
notice the lengths to which the 
military departments go to pro- 
cure support for this function. 
Tickets are sold to ROTC stu- 
dents for one -dollar. Each stu- 
dent who buys a ticket receives 
about four "merits," which are 
good for a boost in the student's 
classroom grade at the end of the 
semester at the exchange rate of 
one point per merit. Four merits 
divided into one dollar is about 
twenty-five cents per point on 
the final grade. Quite a bar- 
gain. For a dollar, many stu- 
dents will end up the semester 
with a grade of A instead of B, 
or B instead of C. 
Great pressure is put on the 
individual student to conform 
and buy a ticket—for if an en- 
tire lecture section goes 100%, 
each student gets five merits in- 
stead of four, at least in the 
Military Science department. It 
is reported unofficially that some 
students who were absent on 
"ticket-day" later found out that 
they had "bought" a ticket too, 
or someone had bought it for 
them. Naturally almost every 
section went 100%. 
The point here is that the em- 
phasis was not on persuading the 
students to attend the Military 
Ball, but merely to get them to 
buy tickets so the thing could be 
held; for the student got his 
merits whether or not he showed 
up at the dance. Conjecturing 
is dangerous, but one cannot 
help but surmise that the pur- 
pose of the whole plan is to 
make it appear to someone some- 
where that there is far more in- 
terest in military affairs at 
Clemson than there really is. 
It's a simple matter of supply- 
and-demand economics: if there 
is demand for a military ball at 
Clemson, let C.D.A. supply one; 
if not, why try to fool ourselves? 
Green Dragons—U Drive It 
On recent weekends, especi- 
ally the last one, students have 
noticed several college-owned 
automobiles being wheeled 
around the campus, driven ap- 
parently by students. I really 
can't figure out who could be 
doing it. Several of these cars 
were parked beside the Field 
House last weekend, but I know 
that the Athletic Association 
wouldn't let any of their stu- 
dents drive them, because this 
would definitely be contrary to 
their repeated insistence that no 
athletic scholarship student at 
Clemson receives any fringe 
benefits . . . Beats me . . . 
Hey Mabel, Black Label! 
You mean you haven't noticed 
all the beer cans that appear on 
the campus lawns and streets 
after every weekend recently? 
Many people have. Since Clem- 
son students think too much of 
our campus to clutter it up with 
these unsightly objects, it must 
be that outsiders are going out 
of their way to ride through the 
campus and unload their dead 
soldiers. I know there aren't 
any students at Clemson that 
feel so dominated by authority 
that they would do it just to show 
that nobody can boss them 
around . . . there must be some 
other explanation. 
..:> 
§M# 
Secondly, if you are not spared, so- 
ciety will  deflate your ego,  laugh  at 
your   "college   man"   atmosphere   and 
teach you a new respect for the term, the unemployed. 
BMOC's are immediately recognized even by the 
most average student, that is if the guy has even both- 
ered to perfect his first-class, A number-one, snow-sup- 
er-publicity job. For lesser self-made BMOC's, it is 
rather a matter of whom they stand with and/or up 
against or perhaps what they hide behind. 
If you want to be a first class BMOC you'll have to 
be determined. You'll have to learn to swagger just 
right, perfect a stare (complete with inferiority com- 
plex) and learn to lean back in your chair at just the 
right angle.   See?   It will take work and patience. 
Just try giving your roommate an inferiority com- 
plex, just by staring at him. Oh yes, it will also take 
a little poise. 
But what usually comes through is position. This 
condition is brought about by lesser BMOC's. They 
don't want to be bothered with all the rough details and 
involvments inherent in self-perfectionism. 
And as a result, what comes out of their swaggering, 
slouching, beedy-eyed gyrations is somewhat of a dis- 
torted picture of the slob from down the hall. 
After laughing, please don't tell anyone. They af- 
ford such fine science fiction material for the movies (I 
was a teenage Physics professor) and songs (A day at 
drill or flying purple people eaters). 
Then who are the real BMOC's? He is the guy down 
the hall who you can depend on for getting the job done, 
or the guy who remembers to get your laundry. And 
why is he the BMOC? Because he will be the one re- 
membered as the "only damned dependable . .." or "the 
grandest nice guy ..." 
You cannot just decide you're going to be a Big 
Man in college. Sure you can promote yourself and get 
elected to every club on the campus (the coed club hav- 
ing more rigorous entrance requirements), but who 
gives a damn but you? 
All you've actually done is made yourself a bigger 
man that has just a little further to go at deflation time. 
But I'll be the first to grant that not everyone's got a nose 
quite as high as yours or as cute. 
Room topics ... "and she bought that line, boy what 
a snow job .. ." And the chances of her buying the line 
were pretty good too (defective feminine intuition). 
But for the BMOC finding buyers for their stories of 
"Sir Gawain and the gathered clods," it's soon to be a cold 
day in December. Well, their chances of having buyers 
was about nil to begin with, if there were any. 
Consequently, the Big Man turns to more favorable 
odds and aspects of conversation—the unquestionable, 
unchallengeable, almost unquenchable war story. 
They usually start off like: "the night Furman fell" 
or "things were different when Tom Dooley went to 
Clemson." 
So why the big snow job about this time every year? 
Everybody loves a snow and a fraternity man from Mu 
Mu Pew.  , 
More Visual Aid Facilities Needed To Assist Lecturers 
By BOB CLARK 
When this column was created 
less than a year ago, the purpose 
was the improvement of Clem- 
son physically and to offer be- 
fore the students ideas for con- 
sideration, in order to better the 
student body, 
and the col- 
lege. 
The writer 
would like to 
continue i n 
that capacity, 
and in doing 
so, needs the 
help of you, 
the students. 
We all real- 
iz e that 
Clemson is 
not perfect; it has its faults just 
like any institution of higher 
learning. However, we hope to 
eliminate, for the most part, the 
major faults and to transform 
the minor faults into assets. 
In order to   do   this, we are 
opening this column to criticisms 
and suggestions from the stu- 
dents and faculty. We hope that 
you will respond; after all, we 
are all here for the same purpose. 
Each suggestion will be read and 
answered, either by means of 
the column or personally. 
A fellow student has brought 
to the writer's attention the need 
of more or better methods of il- 
lustrative matter in conjunction 
with various courses here at 
Clemson. Many courses require 
that the student exert himself 
needlessly when the ideas try- 
ing to be conveyed could be ex- 
plained by some means of a visu- 
al aid. 
Many high schools are present- 
ly using films, slides, and other 
means of visual aids to assist in 
teaching the students. Such 
courses as chemistry, physics, 
mathematics, biology, and other 
natural sciences use these me- 
thods to a large extent. 
These means of visual aid were 
first introduced to help assist the 
teacher, or in places where 
teachers were not available, to 
take the place of said instruc- 
tors to the students. These means 
of teaching have proven them- 
selves to be advantageous, both 
in supplementing lectures and as 
substitutes for lecturers. 
Naturally, it is better to have 
an instructor to explain the ma- 
terial to the students, but un- 
fortunately, there exists a de- 
finite lack of teachers, especially 
in those fields which require such 
deep-seated concentration, such 
as the sciences. 
Unfortunately, at Clemson 
some departments have little or 
no access to any means of illus- 
trating to the students the ma- 
terial being covered in the 
courses. 
For example, the Social Sci- 
ence Department and the Edu- 
cation Department have only 
one projector between them, 
which they use alternately. The 
same situation exists in other de- 
partments, and it is one which 
should be remedied. It Is for this 
reason that we are advocating 
the use of more means of visual 
aids here at Clemson, in what- 
ever form may prove best for the 
various departments. 
We heartily recommend that 
the respective departments look 
into the feasibility and possibil- 
ity of using more films, slides, 
etc. in order to assist both the 
professors and students. We be- 
lieve that these would prove to 
be an asset in those courses 
where the mortality rate is so 
high. We, however, do not in- 
tend for these visual aids to be 
SUBSTITUTES  for  professors. 
Speaking of professors, how 
many of you realize how busy 
some of our professors are out- 
side of class research, writng 
books, speaking at professional 
conventions? Recently, there has 
been much activity among the 
various professors. 
Many of our instructors have 
been engaged in writing books. 
The writer would like to recom- 
mend one to you—Dr. J. K. Wil- 
liams, Dean of the Graduate 
School, recently had his book 
published. "Vogues in Villainy; 
Crime and Retribution in Ante- 
Bellum South Carolina." 
This book by Dr. Williams was 
released the latter part of Feb- 
ruary and has been well received 
throughout the south. Dr. Wil- 
liams, has combined humor and 
seriousness in a well-written 
book revealing the incidents of 
criminals after the War Between 
the States in South Carolina. 
Dr. Williams points out that 
although 100 years have elapsed 
since the end of the war, the acts 
of criminals are much the same 
today as they were in the latter 
1800's; only the punishments are 
different. 
These findings are based on re- 
search and study from govern- 
mental reports, and newspaper 
articles, and are authentic. 
For all of you students who en- 
joy good reading we recommend 
this book. It will be especially 
interesting to those of you who 
are majoring in history or the 
social sciences. 
A copy of this book can be ob- 
tained from the library. We 
urge all of you who are natives 
of South Carolina to become 
more acquainted with the his- 
tory of your state. South Caro- 
lina has as much history con- 
nected with its growth and de- 
velopment as any other state in 
the union. It is up to you, the 
citizens of this state, to see that 
this history does not die. 
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And There 
Traditional Junior Follies 
Provides Impressive Show 
By BARBARA ABLE 
Tiger Feature Writer 
Last Thursday night, the Junior Class held its annual 
Juniqr Follies in the field house under the able leader- 
ship of co-directors Ronnie Crow and Ted Davenport. 
These boys did a good job in upholding the traditionally 
fine Follies' presentation, in spite of the fact that this year 
the event was more carefully watched over. 
Bill McCown, Micky Costas and Glen Wilfong, m. c.'s, 
took advantage of this fact that the Follies were censored, 
by periodically "cutting" Dean Cox and his office for their 
part in this matter. These boys also did a noteworthy job 
in their roles of joke telling, clowning and announcing 
acts. 
Ciemson people 'held their own' in the activities 
of last Thursday night, proving that there is plenty 
of talent here in our midst. 
The F'ainettes, a group of girls from Ciemson, provid- 
ed dancing for the audience that was well worth watch- 
ing. The various girls did different dances in one act 
wearing various costumes. Two of the girls were coeds, 
Judy DeLoach and Liz Booker. 
The Trade Winds, a new Ciemson group, also appear- 
ed in the Follies with a relatively different style of sing- 
ing; this group was also received well. 
Crew Necks Make Impression 
Many people, since seeing the Follies, have been very 
impressed with the singing style of the Crew Necks, an ex- 
perienced group from Lenoir Rhyne College in N. C. 
Truly, the boys were very good. People might be inter- 
ested to know that all of these boys except one are minis- 
terial students. 
Not to be slighted, however, was Clemson's own 
singing group, the Tiger Tones.   As always, the group 
did a delightful job of entertaining and  exemplifying 
their versatility. 
Linda Taylor, another singer, really impressed the 
Follies'  viewers with her artistic  deliverance  of three 
popular songs.    This pretty, young lady from Anderson 
College has a beautifully lilting soprano voice. 
The Follies was a great success this year, as was ex- 
emplified by the fact that the participants were recalled 
many times for encores, therefore lengthening the event 
quite a bit. 
Reception Held 
After the Follies there was a reception at the Ciemson 
House for people affiliated with the affair and invited 
guests. Everyone at this gathering seemed to be in high 
spirits; this was probably due to the success of the Follies 
and to the enthusiastic combo playing there. 
Last Friday night, Numeral Society had one of its 
famous parties for pledges at High Falls. Around a 
large bonfire, the group ate food prepared by the din- 
ing hall and partied in the traditional Numeral Society 
fashion. 
After this party, many of these boys, as well as oth- 
ers, visited the Theta Tau Kappa dance at the 'Y.' 
Tonight, it is hoped that everyone will go to the con- 
cert by the Air Force Band and the Singing Sergeants. 
The group has gained a reputation for presenting music 
of a high caliber. 
Disc-O-Pation 
In The Collegiate Fashion 
Summer Sports Dictate 
DesignOfNew Clothes 
By RUSS CAMPBELL 
Tiger Feature Writer 
What's your ravorite hobby? No, 
no — we mean besides girls. A 
hobby may be loosely defined as 
something you do instead of things 
you should be doing, like term 
papers. 
Sports top the list for most 
men. For college men it's usually 
football, tennis, basketball, bowl- 
ing and at this time of year base- 
ball and golf. 
Designers have discovered that 
an active hobby dictates the kind 
of clothes worn while participat- 
ing in that hobby. Sports clothes 
are designed with action in 
mind. 
For those who have trouble 
with shirt tails waving in the 
breeze, the better manufacturers 
have new knit shirts out with a 
tail two inches longer. Stretch' all 
you like and your shirt stays put. 
Fibers Available 
New fibers and fiber combina- 
tions are available this Spring be- 
sides  the  all-cotton  and  popular 
drip-dry Dacron and cotton. Now 
offered is a blend of Nylon and 
cotton, for extra, elasticity ... Or- 
ion and wool for extra absorption 
... high-bulk Orion and Acrilans. 
New collars available include 
the   shawl   collar,   crew   necks, 
and boat necks  along with the 
classic button-downs. Old Gold is 
a new color that may go over 
to some degree of success. 
In addition to construction de- 
tails,  hobbies  also influence  the 
appearance of some garments. For 
example knit shirts are available 
with embroidered sports motifs on 
the pockets. In Arrow's new line 
you select your own favorite sport. 
If you can't make up your mind, 
pick one with a little Decthalon 
medallion. 
If sticking to your books is 
your hobby, we're sorry. Try an 
old bathrobe and slippers. 
The Ciemson students may be 
fortunate in the near future in 
that the sharpest Ivy shop in 
this area, Rush Wilson, Ltd., of 
Greenville, may give a showing of 
their fine clothes for the collegiate 
male. 
Experienced Actors 
Indicate The Advent 
Of Fascinating Play 
By FRED HOOVER 
Tiger Feature Writer 
We have a feeling that if the 
play Here We Come Gathering is 
anywhere nearly so 'far out' as 
the people who are characteriz- 
ing it, we shall all be in for some- 
thing of an evening. 
Interviews Actors 
We decided, for instance, to in- 
terview some of the actors. Ac- 
cordingly we presented ourself to 
Mrs. Charlotte Greer, a co-pro- 
ducer with her husband and one of 
the actresses. "Oh yes," she said 
"I've been in several plays and 
they've finally allowed me to play 
a girl. 
It's wonderful, if only I weren't 
such a brat." "Ah yes" we said, 
and turned to Mr. Johnny Hunter 
who plays a somewhat distracted 
parson, the Reverend James Kel- 
laway, and who was prancing 
about near our left shoulder. 
"What do you do besides act 
in Little    Theater    plays?" we 
asked.   "I'm a    turkey   farmer 
from  Virginia,"   he  said,   "I'm 
also a member of the C. E. de- 
partment,   and  my  specialty  is 
soil mechanics hut I teach sur- 
veying.   I've been in quite a few 
of the plays presented here. 
I particularly    remember    The 
Seven Year Itch and Blithe Spirit. 
Charlotte played in that one too. 
Charlotte,  do  you remember the 
scene where we danced?   Let's do 
it."   They leaped up and proceeed- 
ed to perform what appeared to be 
a spastic's version of the fandango. 
"Ah yes," we said, and looked 
longingly  toward   the   horizon, 
hoping to find a sane man.   He 
came. "I'm Bob Ware," he said, 
"and I'm director of this play." 
"Fine," we    said,    "would you 
care to tell us    something in- 
teresting?" 
"Nothing new around here. 
Can't get these people to come to 
rehearsal on time, but that's not 
new. Everything else is fine, and 
we expect to present one of our 
finest efforts next May 8 and 9 
here in the Food Industries Audi- 
torium." "Ah yes," we said, and 
left, dejected. 
The Y.M.C.A. Cabinet has 
been presenting a series of con- 
certs in the Y.M.C.A. on Sunday 
afternoons. This past Sunday 
they had Mary and Hugh Mc- 
Garity, duo pianists. 
Dr. and Mrs. McGarity are both 
well known in this area for their 
excellent work, and we understand 
that this particular concert ranks 
among their best. 
We were unable to attend, but 
we understand from one whose 
musical tastes are sufficiently 
keen that their reading of Debus- 
sey—Ravel's Festivals—was par- 
ticularly effective and was the 
high point of the afternoon. 
This same informant tells us 
that the crowd was near capacity 
and we hope this will encourage 
the Y. Cabinet to continue the 
concert series. We also hope that 
Dr. and Mrs. McGarity 'will be 
asked to return. 
A friend of ours has a record 
called Josh at Midnight. It's on 
the Elektra label, E.K.L. 102. The 
singer is Josh White, formerly of 
Greenville, and he is a blues sing- 
er par excellence. 
It was, and is, this sort of gut- 
(Continued on page 6) 
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MARTY AND HAROLD By Bill Warren 
I HAVE   A   BI6»   TEST 
IM   EXACTLY   ONE 
-^O l   HOO-R 
Dick Yeary Thinks Ciemson Men Well Rounded 
By TONY McALISTER 
Tiger Feature Writer 
While walking across, the cam- 
pus to Monday chemistry lab, we 
overheard two students talking. On 
coming closer we heard the name 
Dick Yeary mentioned. Since Dick 
had been chosen as this week's 
Campus character, we immediate- 
ly became interested in the conver- 
sation. 
One of the students continued," 
That guy Yeary is a nice fellow." 
The other added, "He's the type 
boy  that  makes  college  life  a 
nice thing to be a part of. A fel- 
low can be proud to say that 
*    •    *    * *    *    •    •*••••*•    •    ■* 
Campus Character 
Dick Yeary, former basketball standout and now president of the 
Block "C" Club, is this week's campus character. An IM major, 
he here rests against the shelf-like affair in The Tiger office dur- 
ing a recent visit to poop the staff in on a Block "C" function. 
(Tiger photo by Alex McCormack.) 
he is associated with such an in- 
dividual." 
After interviewing DicK, we saw 
why the two students considered 
him to be such an outstanding per- 
sonality. His friendly attitude to- 
ward his fellow students and the 
people that are associated with the 
school is to be commended. 
Called Hillbilly 
Few people can take the knocks, 
bangs, being called a hillbilly, and1 
what some people consider injusr 
tices for five years of a rugged 
college life, and have no criticism 
for any part of it. 
This is the Block "C" Club presi- 
dent's attitude. He states that his 
stay at Ciemson has been most 
enjoyable, and will be remem- 
bered as one of the best parts 
of his life. 
He says, "To me Ciemson is 
made by the boys at Ciemson. No- 
where have I found such a friend- 
ly, well-rounded group of boys." 
He recommends that the girls take 
advantage of this fact. 
When girls entered into the dis- 
cussion, we jumoed off onto this in- 
triguing subject. Dick mentioned 
that besides being a contribution 
in such things as adding charm 
and personality, the importing of 
more coeds would be a tremen- 
dous savings to the student. Of 
course this would bring complaints 
from the gasoline dealers between 
Ciemson and such places as Co- 
lumbia, Rock Hill, Greenwood, 
Spartanburg, and "Brenau" in 
Gainesville, Georgia. 
Plugs IM 
Dick feels that the addition of 
his major to the auricular, IM, 
fours years ago has proven and 
will prove to be quite an asset to 
the school. He sees it as an excel- 
lent course for those like himself 
who do not wish to specialize in a 
particular field. It gives the stu- 
dent      an all-round  background 
Men go for girls who go for Camels. So 
many of them, in fact, that this cigarette 
outsells every other —every filter, every 
king-size, every regular. That's been true 
now for 10 straight years. The Camel blend 
of costly tobaccos has never been equalled 
for rich flavor and easygoing mildness. 
The best tobacco makes the best smoke. 
Push tads and fancy stuff aside... 
Have a real 
cigarette - 
have a CAMEL 
•flVWO1 
"Excuse me, honey. The lady wants a Camel. )> 
K. 1. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Wiuslon-Suleoi, N. C. 
which will enable him to specia- 
lize in any field. 
The topic then turned to athle- 
tics. Dick regards the boys that 
batter, bounce and bat for* Ciem- 
son as the finest group ever. He 
wishes to commend the athletic 
department on its fine job of re- 
cruiting boys who not only excel 
in athletics, but take part in 
other school activities and set a 
good example. We even have 
football players that study these 
days. 
Dick continued with his compli- 
ments. This time they were con- 
cerned with the social situation on 
campus. He thinks the student 
leaders are doing everything possi- 
ble to facilitate the students. This 
holds true for faculty and adminis- 
tration also. 
Considering that all three are 
restrained by numerous prob- 
lems that arise from changing 
from a military school to an en- 
tirely different type institution, 
he believes they are doing an ex- 
ceptional job. 
This gave Dick the opportunity 
to plug fraternities, which in his 
opinion, would obliterate several 
outstanding problems. 
Was Golf Caddy 
Dick cited being a caddy on the 
golf team, and three years of. bas- 
ketball as enjoyable experiences ol 
his college career. In freshman 
and two years of varsity basketball, 
he thrilled fans with his basketball 
magic. At present he is serving 
as vice-president of the Council of 
Club Presidents, and on the Fresh' 
man Council. 
Dick considers the playing ol 
"Tiger Rag" the most outstand- 
ing event on campus. 
The Cowden Manufacturing Com- 
pany will be adding a capable and 
outstanding person to their sales 
department when Dick Yeary joins 
them on completion of his college 
career this spring. 
FOR YOUR 
SHOPPING NEEDS 
Clemson-Seneca 
U.S. KEDS 
for perfect footwork and comfort 
Professionally designed by and for top-flight tennis 
players. Featuring a flexible arch for.comfort; an 
abrasion-resistant sole that stands up to any playing 
surface; laces to the toe to insure perfect fit, complete 
support. Fully cushioned, heel to toe. About $8.50.. 
LOOK FOR THE KEDS LABEL, 
United States Rubber 
Rockefeller Center, New York 20. ti.f. 
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Tig Baseballers Hope To Break 
Losing Jinx To Stay In ACC Race 
By BOB BURNS 
Tiger Assistant  Sports  Editor 
Clemson's baseballers, who fail- 
ed to wield their iron bats and 
sturdy arms in their last four en- 
counters, will be out to make 
amends for four straight losses 
and hope to kindle a spark in 
their fading fire for a second 
straight ACC title. 
Two important conference 
games face the Tigers Friday and 
Saturday as they tangle with the 
University of North Carolina and 
Wake Forest on a road trip 
through the Tarheel State. Thurs- 
day of the following week Clem- 
son will play Georgia the last 
home game of the month. 
Tigs  Seek  Revenge 
Clemson will battle UNC with 
vengeance  in   mind  in  the  im- 
portant ACC  tilt.  The Tarheels 
were the team that broke the 
Tigs impressive streak at 9-0 
and started another in the neg- 
ative direction. 
The final outcome of the Tar- 
heel-Tiger first encounter went to 
the Tars in a S-3 decision with 
the fine pitching of junior Ben 
Hammett along with some six 
Clemson errors. Either Hammett 
or southpaw Wayne Young will 
take the mound for the Tarheels 
against Harold Stowe or Tyrone 
Cline for Clemson. 
Wake Forest poses to be the 
team in the drivers seat in the 
Atlantic Coast Conference along 
with Maryland. Presently both of 
these teams share the top spot in 
the conference with 3-1 records. 
Clemson took the only game of 
the year thus far with the Dea- 
cons but had to come from be- 
hind in the waning moment of the 
match to get the 4-3 decision. 
Wake possesses a pretty strong 
team though stronger at the plate 
than they are on the mound. 
Presently Clemson stands 
third in the conference with on- 
ly six league games to go. 
Thus, the Tigers fate will de- 
pend largely upon the perform- 
ance of other ACC teams. 
Clemson Far 
From  Being  Counted  Out 
But the Tigers are far from be- 
ing counted out. It should be re- 
called of the inspiring comeback 
of the same Tiger team last year 
as they took the NCAA District 
Three Title after being down to 
such a point that victory seemed 
impossible. 
Clemson's showing in their past 
four games has failed to change 
Coach Bill Wilhelm's opinion of 
his baseballers. Wilhelm stated. "I 
think that we have just as good a 
team as last year if not better 
and despite the present losses we 
still have the top team in the 
conference. The conference race is 
far from over and I believe that a 
10-4  record  could  win it." 
Wilhelm  contributed  the  past 
losses partly on the account of 
poor  base  running.   On  several 
inopportune times the Tiger run- 
ners failed to make a tag or be- 
came  crossed  on  their  signals. 
This was definitely witnessed in 
the North Carolina and Virginia 
games. 
As  it  stands   the  ACC   title  is 
far from being decided. But the 
remaining conference   games   for 
the Tigers will be of utmost im- 
portance to keep their fire burn- 
ing. One thing Tiger fans will be 
able to count on, Clemson will not 
be counted out until the last ball 
crosses the plate. 
Clemson Trackmen To 
Meet Gamecocks In 
Important Tilt Saturday 
Uhler Tees Off For Another Round 
By BOB BURNS 
Tiger Assistant Sports Editor 
Clemson's thinclads will take on 
rival University of South Carolina 
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. on the 
Gamecocks home track in Colum- 
bia. Presently the Tigers stand 2-1 
in the conference and 2-2 overall. 
Records should be in sight as 
both the Tigs and Gamecocks 
spirit fine athletes in the wide 
number of fields. Carolina won a 
66-61 victory over Clemson last 
year as they came from behind, to 
take the last event in one of the 
most memorable meets of the 
year. 
Golf Team Prepares 
For ACC Tourney; 2 
Matches This Week 
The Clemson varsity golf team 
will play host to Wake Forest and 
Furman next week in preparation 
for the   ACC   conference   tourna- 
ment at Chapel Hill, May 8-9. 
The team   is well   rounded, 
with the top six golfers being 
Mac Long,   Bob   Moser,   John 
Murray, Burham Uhler, Toddy 
Crittenden,  and Buddy Grant. 
All of these players have been 
playing a good game, compil- 
ing a fine record thus far. 
Clemson    defeated    the strong 
Furman    team    previously    this 
season 15^-1H2. The Furman golf 
team is led by one of South Caro- 
lina's leading amateurs, Heyward 
Sullivan. 
This will be their first meeting 
against Wake Forest this season. 
After these two matches, only 
one game is left, that being with 
Wofford on May 5. 
Latham  Vs.  Tyler In Mile 
Heading   the   Rooster   track 
team will be the excellent dis- 
tant runner Bill Latham. Lath- 
am  holds  both  the  ACC   and 
state  record  in  the mile  and 
also leads the state in the two 
mile  classic.  His  time in the 
mile has been as low as 4:12 
and the two mile at 9:19. 
As  for field events  the Game- 
cocks Dave Coates will pose to be 
one of the strongest shot putters 
in the conference. To help improve 
his record Coates had a leg muscle 
transplanted in his arm in a sum- 
mer operation. 
Other strong Carolina trackmen 
include Walt Hudson, a strong en- 
try in short dashes, discus, and 
hurdles; Buddy Mayfield, a 220 
and 440 yd specialist, and King 
Dlxon, a fast 100 yd runner. 
Heading the slate for Clemson's 
thinclads will be John Dunkleburg, 
Paul Snyder, Walt Tyler and Bob 
Swofford. 
State Middle Distance Men Clash 
Dunkleburg will have to be 
at his best against rival May- 
field.      Mayfield      bested the 
Tiger dash star in two of three 
meetings last year. And if it 
is   anything  like   their   other 
meeting the race should prove 
to be one of the most Interest- 
ing of the year. 
Snyder will once again be out 
to show his skill with javalin. 
Twice during the present season 
the field star topped both school 
and conference records. 
- Records May Be Shattered 
During the present season Clem- 
son track records have fallen con- 
sistently with the outcome of each 
meet. South Carolina will be one 
of the best teams to oppose Clem- 
son this season and the falling of 
old records should not come as a 
surprise. 
Burnham Uhler, star Tig golfer from Spartanburg, started play- 
ing golf at the age of 10. Since then he has taken honors in most 
of the junior tournaments in the Carolinas as well as in some of 
the senior divisions. He was low medalist on last year's Tig 
squad.    (Tiger sports photo by Gene Cantrell.) 
Burnham Uhler Starts Playing 
Golf At 10; Now Top Golfer 
By KEN SKEWS 
Tiger Sports Writer 
At the age of 10 Burnham Uhler 
started to take his golf game ser- 
ious; now here at Clemson he has 
helped the Tiger golfers through 
three seasons of play. 
Burnham is a Textile manage- 
ment Junior from Spartanburg, 
and plans to go into the market- 
ing and sale of dye stuffs. Ever 
since he was 17 he has worked in 
Wilbur Simmons Leads 
Team Scoring Four Years 
By LU CHRISTENBURY 
Tiger Sports Writer 
Wilbur Simmons came to Clem- 
son four years ago after setting 
both low and high hurdle state re- 
cords only to set a new freshman 
iow hurdle record. Wilbur led the 
freshman team in scoring that year 
and has led the varsity for the past 
two years. This year he is again 
the leading scorer. 
Simmons came to Clemson from 
Greenville  High  on    his   "own." 
With the arrival of basketball sea- 
son, Wilbur played his first col- 
legiate sport under "Rock" Nor- 
man. 
Before the first practice ses- 
sion Wilbur told Norman, "I 
hope that I can play basketball 
to stay in shape for track sea- 
son," unaware that "Rock" was 
also track coach at that time. 
Sets Low Hurdle Record 
When  the  spring  track season 
rolled around, Wilbur reported to 
*    *    *    *    • *    *    *    *    * ***** 
Thinclad Of Many Talents 
Not often does a school ever have the privilege of having a track 
man that participates in both track and field events. Clemson has 
such in the person of Wilbur Simmons. Simmons runs both the 
low and high hurdles, besides participating in the broad jump and 
the pole vault.   (Tiger sports photo by Laughead). 
the freshmen coach, who was Nor- 
man, much to his surprise. He 
made the team that spring and 
set a record in the 220 low hur- 
dles, besides being the teams lead- 
ing point getter. 
After his fine freshmen perform- 
ance, Simmons was awarded a one 
fourth scholarship. He continued 
his same consistancy his sopho- 
more year and again was the lead- 
ing scorer at the close of the sea- 
son. 
Last year Wilbur led the 
scoring at every meet and this 
year was elected co-captain of 
the track squad. This year he 
has scored enough points at 
every dual meet to letter for a 
full season. 
Competes In Six Events 
Besides running both of the hur- 
dles, Simmons is a pole vaulter, 
broader jumper, high jumper and 
last weekend ran Clemson's med- 
ley relay team at the News-Pied- 
mont Relays in Greenville, which 
placed third in the meet. 
Wilbur feels that this year he 
has not yet run a good race. "I 
wish that I had more time to put 
on track because I think that I 
could run much faster if I did." 
As well as excelling in track, 
Wilbur is president of the Clem- 
son Chapter of the American Cera- 
mic Society. Last May 31 he tied 
the knot with a former classmate, 
who is now teaching at Pickens 
Elementary School. 
Next year Wilbur plans to 
either go into the Air Force or 
return to Clemson to do work on 
a masters degree. If he decides 
to come back, Wilbur will prob- 
ably swim as he likes "to remain 
active." 
textile chemistry laboratory In 
the Blackman-Uhler C. of Spar- 
tanburg. 
Some of    Burnham's    honors 
are:   third in the Carolina Ki- 
wanis' Tournament when in the 
ninth grade; the team he played 
with also won the team cham- 
pionship. After winning the Jun- 
ior  Championship    three  times 
in Spartanburg, he went on to 
win the Biltmore Forest Club Jr. 
Championship  once. 
The    Donald    Ross    Memorial 
Championship in Pinehurst;   was 
runner-up  twice  in Carolina  Jr. 
Championship,   and  he   had   the 
honor to be chosen to play on the 
Carolina Golf   Association Team. 
This team plays the two Virginias 
in the "Captians Putter Match." 
While still in high school, at the 
age of 15, Uhler shot an amazingly 
low score of 64.   He also shot a 64 
when he was a freshman in col- 
lege, which his lowest score ever 
shot.   This score tied the Spartan- 
burg Country Club course records. 
Last  season Burnham was low 
man for Clemson in the Confer- 
ence Tourney with a score of 154. 
Uhler's most   memorable    match 
was with Wake Forest, defending 
conference champs, when he shot 
a 69 to win the match 14-13. 
Betsie Rawls, three time Na- 
tional Open Champ in the ladies 
division and leading money win- 
ner this year, is much admired 
by Ijfcler.   Betsie is from Spar- 
tanburg and is a personal friend 
of his.    He   has played   many 
rounds of golf with her. 
Uhler  thinks  that    the  Dunes 
Club at Myrtle Beach is one of the 
finest courses in the country.   He 
has slipped away to the beach to 
play on different occasions. 
Burnham said, "In years to 
come the Dunes Club will be cap- 
able of having any National 
Championship played there." He 
also said that the Dunes Club pro, 
Jimmy DeAngelo, is one of the 
smartest pros in the South. 
Cotton 
WASH TROUSERS 
$3.98 
SUMMER SHIRTS 
$2.95 
Judge Keller 
10 LANES BOWLING AT ITS BEST! 
VISIT THE 
STAR-LITE BOWL 
Completely Automatic 
Ph. CAnal 6-4200 — 2811 N. Main St. — Anderson, S. C 
Tennis Team Boosts Record With 
Two Wins, Play Tourney This Week 
By RICHARD SHICK 
Tiger Sports Editor 
Wide Open Conference Roce—Who Will Win? 
The Atlantic Coast Conference baseball race was nar- 
rowed down to two or three teams at this point in the sea- 
son last year. This season it is anyones race with every 
team in the conference still having a chance to end up 
on top of the deck when the final card is played. 
Going into the second half of the race this week only 
11/2 games separate first place Wake Forest and Mary- 
land from the last place Duke. Clemson with a 4-4 record 
is tied with N. C. State for third place, while South Caro- 
lina is fifth, North Carolina sixth and Virginia seventh. 
The tightness of the race poses the biggest prob- 
lem on the teams in the middle, Clemson and South 
Carolina.    Their big disadvantage is that they have 
played more than half of their games, besides losing 
half or more of them.   Clemson has lost four of eight 
and South Carolina has lost five of nine. 
Duke, although on the bottom of the pile at this time, 
nevertheless has a greater chance of taking the champion- 
ship flag than third place Clemson.   The Blue Devils have 
played only three of their 14 games.   Although they have 
won only one of these, a hot streak from now until the 
end of the season would probably bring a trophy to Dur- 
ham at the close of the race. 
In contrast to the Tigers and Gamecocks, Maryland, 
Wake Forest and State have played four games, North 
Carolina and Virginia have played five. This leaves 
the conference race wide open, giving every team hopes 
of a championship with a disadvantage being hung on 
Clemson and USC. 
The odds lead us to believe, however, that no team 
will in the coming weeks build up unsurmountable lead 
before the middle of next month, if they do by this time. 
It's anyone's race from here on out. 
Starting the season with four straight conference 
victories and nine total wins in a row, the Tigers last 
week went into their worst skid in two years by losing 
four straight games, all conference games. 
Having played eight of their 14 already, it is now nec- 
essary that the Tigs take all of their remaining six ACC 
games if they still tender thoughts of taking two baseball 
flags in a row. Ending the season with a 10-4 record would 
this year in all probability take the number one spot in 
the Conference, or at least a tie. 
Still remaining on the Bengal schedule is a home 
game with Duke and five games on the road with Wake 
Forest, North Carolina, South Carolina, N. C. State and 
Duke. Win these six and a championship is in sight, lose 
and who knows, it may still be there.   Only time will tell. 
Odds And  Ends—From  Here And There 
Shaky Jake, as unpredictable as the weather, has not 
had much to say since the Sugar Bowl. What's the mat 
ter Penland—waiting for football season so you can stooge 
for Geise? Better hurry up or you will lose your reputa- 
tion. 
After last year, Clemson football mentor Frank 
Howard now ranks sixth in the nation for the most 
wins of any active coach at a major institution. How- 
ard's record of 106-68-10 is surpassed by Jess Neely of 
Rice, former Clemson head coach, Eddie Anderson of 
Holy Cross, Wally Butts of Georgia, Bobby Dodd of 
Georgia Tech and Bud Wilkinson of Oklahoma. 
Centerfielder Doug Hoffman of Clemson has banged 
out four triples in the first 13 games.   No Tiger batter hit 
better than three in 30 games last year, while the Atlan- 
tic Coast Conference record for a season is 10. 
Three Clemson track records have already been brok 
en this season. John Dunkleberg ran the 880 in 1:53.3 
against Wake Forest, Bob Swofford high jumped 6' 4y2" 
against Furman and Paul Snyder has broken his own rec- 
ord twice this year with heaves of 220' 71/2" against Wake 
Forest and 221' 6" against Furman. The latter is a new 
unofficial conference record surpassing Dick Barbulski's 
(South Carolina) old record of 217' 8" set in 1956. 
When Tig pitcher Harold Stowe went the route and 
downed Wake Forest 4-3, it marked his 20th collegiate vic- 
tory. The Gastonia (N. C.) senior lefthander was 3-6 his 
sophomore year, 14-4 with last year's chapionship team 
and is currently 3-1 this year. 
Clemson batters have hit eight home runs this 
season and no one player can count two of these to his 
credit.   Ty Cline's and Bob Dempsey's have come at 
the most opportune time—the bases being jammed. 
Larry Bagwell is leading the Tigers this year in rbi's 
with 13, only three shy of his total output in 27 games 
last year.   Larry is batting over .300, while second base- 
man Zack Burnette, hitting just over .250, has driven in 
12 runs with his 10 hits. 
The Tiger netmen dropped Wof- 
ford and Georgia State College 
last week on the Clemson courts, 
defeating them 7-2 and 6-1, re- 
spectively 
Led by Sonny Sumner, Mo- 
hammed Nasim, and Bobby 
Burns, the tennis team has com- 
piled an impressive 7-4 season 
thus far. Down the line, William 
Cooper, Lenaire Bryant, Jack 
Weir, and John Nutt have been 
supplying additional depth in 
rounding out the team. 
Cooper is expected to be back 
in action in the state tourney at 
Clinton, now in progress. He suf- 
fered an ankle injury in the North 
Carolina State match. 
The netmen will play Rollins 
Monday, and then wind up the 
season against the University of 
South Carolina next Thursday. Rol- 
lins is expected to be the strong- 
est team the Tigers have faced 40 
far this season. 
Sumner and Nasim are expect- 
ed to be among the top seeded In 
the ACC conference tournament 
coming up the second weekend 
.n May. 
Linksters Battle Slush And Rain 
To Take 5lh   Place In Relays 
The Clemson Cindermen battled i medley relay team with a third, 
880 yard relay team with a third, 
mile relay with still another third, 
Ron Scrudato and Morrison with 
a second and fourth, in the jave- 
lin, Whitmore with a first in the 
shot put and Lon Armstrong with 
a second in the discus. 
competitors, as well as rain and 
slush, to place fifth in the News- 
Piedmont Relays, Saturday at 
Furman University. 
Florida State University ran 
away with the first place trophy 
while Furman nipped the Citadel 
for second place honors. Tennessee 
copped fourth, followed by Clem- 
son and Wake Forest. 
Bob Swofford of Clemson add- 
ed a foot to last year's high jump 
record, clearing 6'2" for a Clem- 
son win. 
Paul Snyder collected another 
first with a 194'3" heave of the 
javelin and Bill Mathis threw for 
a third. 
Don Carver tied for third in the 
pole vault while John Dunkel- 
berg picked up a fifth for the Tig- 
ers in the 100 yard dash. 
The Tiger distance medley re- 
lay team consisting *of Harold 
Merck, Wilber Simmons, Walt 
Tyler and John Dunkelberg took 
third place behind the Citadel 
and USC. 
The Tiger Cub team came in 
third behind the Citadel and Ten- 
essee. Coping honors and points 
for the freshmen were the sprint 
FINAL 
(Continued from Page 1) 
ion was made to give informa- 
tion to The Tiger, but the com- 
mittee turned down the request, 
according to unofficial reports. 
The nature of the report, accord- 
ing unofficially to members of the 
committee, is favorable, but they 
said, a direct vote on whether or 
not Clemson needs fraternities was 
not given. 
Dean Cox, when contacted 
Wednesday night with a plan to 
divulge some information, said 
that he would be unable to give 
any information until next week. 
The report was supposed to have 
been presented to Student Assem- 
bly Thursday night, but commit- 
tee members speculated that It 
would not be done due to the re- 
port's nature. 
On Campos with 
(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and, 
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.'') 
VIVE LE POPCORN! 
rhe other day as I was walking down the street picking np 
cinfoil, (Marlboro, incidentally, has the best tinfofl, which is 
not surprising when you consider that they have the best ciga- 
rettes, which is not surprising when you consider that they take 
the best filters and put them together with the best tobaccos 
and rush them to your tobacco counter, fresh and firm and 
loaded with smoking pleasure). The other day, I say, as I was 
walking down the street picking up tinfoil, (I have, incidentally, 
the second largest ball of tinfoil in our family. My brother 
Eleanor's is bigger—more than four miles in diameter—b«t, of 
course, he is taller than I). The other day, as I was saying, white 
walking down the street picking up tinfoil, I passed a campus 
and right beside it, a movie theatre which specialized m show* 
ing foreign films. Most campuses have foreign movie theatres 
elose by, because foreign movies are full of cnltare, art, and 
esoterica, and where is culture more rife, art more rampant, 
and esoterica more endemie than on a campus? 
Nowhere; feat's where. 
• Janrzen Bathing Suits      • Ladies' Nighties 
• Clemson Beach Towels 
HOKE SLOAN 
Pick Up Your Benny Goodman 
"Swing Into Spring" Record 
Coupon At 
STUDENT SERVICE STATION 
Texaco Products 
Owned and Operated by 
CLEMSON STUDENTS 
I hope you have all been taking advantage of your local foreign 
film theatre. Here you will find no simple-minded Hollywood 
products, marked by treacly sentimentality and machine-mads 
bravura. Here you will find life itself—in all its grimness, Ha 
poverty, its naked, raw passion! 
Have you, for instance, seen the recent French import, Id 
Crayon de Man Onde ("The Kneecap"), a savage and uncom- 
promising story of a man named Claude, whose consuming 
ambition is to get a job as a meter reader with the Paris water 
department? But he. is unable, alas, to afford the flashlight 
one needs for this position. His wife, Bon-Bon, sells her hair 
to a wigmaker and buys hira a flashlight. Then, alas, Claude 
discovers that one also requires a leatherette bow tie. This time 
his two young daughters, Caramel and Nougat, sell their hair 
to a wigmaker. So now Claude has his leatherette bow tie, 
but now, alas, his flashlight battery is burned out and tb* 
whole family, alas, is bald. 
Or have you seen the latest Italian masterpiece, La Donna E 
Mobile (I Ache All Over), a heart-shattering tale of a boy and 
his dog? Malvolio, a Venetian lad of nine, loves his little dog 
with every fibre of his being. He has one great dream: to enter 
the dog in the annual Venetian dog show. But this, alas, requires 
an entrance fee, and Malvolio, alas, is penniless. However, he 
saves and scrimps and steals and finany gets enough together 
to enter the dog in the show. The dog, alas, comes in twenty- 
third.  Malvolio sells him to a vivisectionist. 
Or have you seen the new Japanese triumph, Kibvlxi-San 
(The Radish), a pulse-stirring historical romance about Yamoto, 
a poor farmer, and bis daughter Ethel who are accosted by a 
warlord one morning on their way to market? The warlord cuts 
Yamoto in half with his samurai sword and runs off with Ethel. 
When Yamoto recovers, he seeks o«t Ethel's fianee, Red 
Buttons, and together they find the warlord and kill him. But, 
alas, the warlord was also a sorcerer and he whimsically turned 
Ethel into a whooping crane. Loyal Red Buttons takes Ethel 
home where he feeds her fish heads for twenty years and keeps 
hoping she'l turn back into a womaa.  She never does. Alas. 
SSHHnl li n 
If there's smoking in the balcony of gomr theatre, we hop* 
you'll be smoking Philip Morris—or, if you prefer filters, 
Marlboro .. . Marlboro—new improved filter, fine rich Savor 
—from the makers of Philip Morris. < 
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Second In A Series 
Professional Golf Tips 
From Clemson Amateur 
By JOE DEMPSEY 
Tiger Sports Writer 
The grip that a golfer uses should be arrived at af- 
ter many experiments. A grip that will work for one 
player will not necessarily work for another so each per- 
son should try various grips until he finds the one which 
best suits him. 
Most pros today use what is called the overlap- 
ping grip made famous by Harry Vardon, the great 
English player. In this grip, the little finger of the 
right hand overlaps the index finger on the left hand. 
Ben Hogan uses this overlapping grip, but his var- 
ies slightly with the conventional overlapping grip in 
that he grips the knuckle of the left index finger with 
his right little finger. This helps put more power 
into your swing. 
Another popular grip used today is the interlocking 
grip. In this grip the little finger of the right hand is 
placed between the index finger and the middle finger 
of the left hand. I used this grip for some time, but found 
I could maintain better club control with the overlapping 
grip. 
Overlapping Grip 
Since more people use the overlapping grip, I will 
discuss it.   Starting with the left hand, the leather or rub- 
ber grip on the shaft of your club should lie diagonally 
across the palm of the hand.    In folding the left hand 
around the club the left thumb should be wrapped around 
so that it will be slightly on the right side of the shaft. 
You should place the last three fingers of your 
club on the grip so that when you look down you can 
se« the first three finger joints on the outside of that 
hand.   The left hand should be placed well over the 
shaft.   Pushing down on the butt of your hand will 
allow you to get a firm grip on the club. 
As far as the right hand is concerned, it should be a 
finger grip.   The club should lie diagonally across the 
fingers of the right hand below the callus pad.   This may 
seem cramping to you when you try it at first, but too 
many golfers hurt  their effectiveness by gripping  the 
club with the palm of the right hand. 
The thumb would be placed so that it will be a little 
on the left side of the shaft. Make sure that the right 
hand rides high on the left hand so as to make the hands 
act as a unit. The grip has to be just like teamwork, one 
small error can hurt your swing greatly. 
Variations With Grip Improper 
No beginning golfer should try variations with his 
grip. I only use one grip and try to perfect it, and after 
correcting it I will learn to change the grip so as to make 
the ball slice or hook when desired. 
You should never try to change the position of the 
clulrface to enable you to slice or hook, but you should 
learn to alter your grip after you have learned. 
If you are having difficulty with  a slice, you 
should move the hands to the right of the shaft.    It 
will automatically close the face of your club.   If your 
trouble   is   hooking,  you   should move   both   hands 
around to the left of the shaft.   This will automatical- 
ly open the face of your club. 
Hand exercises may be of some help to the golfer, but 
over-exercise is bad for you.    In exercising your hands 
you should grip some object and squeeze it until your 
forearms become hard. 
Importance of Stance 
The stance of a golfer is very important in that It 
gives you proper balance. When you are in the proper 
stance position, the weight of the body should be placed 
on the heels. The weight should never be forward on 
your feet if you have a proper stance. You should have a 
feeling that you are about to sit down on the air. The 
back should be kept perfectly straight. 
Both knees should be flexed, they should swing in 
towards one another. However, you should not feel 
knock-kneed. 
When you are in a correct stance, you should have 
a feeling of firmness in your feet, but do not try to root 
yourself there.   Strong legs are just as important to 
the golfer as strong hands. 
Another common mistake made by the beginner is 
that he stands too far away from the ball.   You should 
stand far enough back so that you will not be on top of 
the ball; however, standing too far back will cause a 
slice. 
Many people wonder how far the feet should be apart; 
this will vary with the individual.   You have to experi- 
ment for yourself and assume a comfortable position. 
In taking the stance you should obtain perfect 
balance of your weight placed on each foot.   The feet 
should be placed so that a line across the toes would 
parallel the intended line of flight of the ball.   Turn 
the toes outward slightly.   The distance between the 
feet should be determined by the type of shot that is 
being made. 
Most golf beginners have a tendency to place the feet 
too far apart when they make a shot.   This cuts.down on 
your power and also restricts the important movement of 
your hips. 
Stances Differ For Clubs 
Actually there is a different stance for every club in 
the bag. In making your iron shots, you should remem- 
ber that, as the number of the iron increases, the width of 
your stance decreases and also opens. The five iron is the 
divider between what is known as a short iron and a 
long iron. Most players use a slightly open stance for all 
short irons up to five. With the long irons the stance in- 
creases in width and becomes squarer. 
The stance used for driving should be a closed 
stance.   The elosed stance will give you more power, 
enabling you to get the required distance from these 
clubs. 
In the relationship between the stance and the arms 
the left arm is extended and the left elbow is not locked, 
but is straight.   The left arm should automatically feel as 
if it is part of the shaft.   The right arm should be limp 
and the right elbow is pointed down. 
When you begin your backswing, the stance should 
not lock but should remain relaxed. 
Coach Longshore Gives Some Timely Pointers 
Tiger tennis coach Leslie Longshore (left) hands 
out a few free pointers to two members of this 
year's squad, Sonny Sumner (center) and Len- 
aire Bryant  (right).    These points made Long- 
shore one of the top ranked tennis players in the 
South. The Bengals thus far this season are 7-4 
under their freshman coach. (Tiger sports photo 
by Alex McCormack.) 
Bailey Hendley Leading Slugger; 
8 Bengals Collect Round-Trippers 
After thirteen games the Tigers 
have eight men with home runs, 
and lead their opponents in the 
home runs by four. Bailey Hend- 
'ey, a versatile fielder and pitcher, 
has the leading batting average— 
.346, and Doug Hoffman in center 
field is the slugging leader with an 
average of .625. 
Doug Hoffman    and    Tyrone 
Cline,    another    pitcher-fielder 
are sharing most of the teams 
leading    honors.    Hoffman  has 
five triples and a home run, but 
he has struck out ten times. 
Cline has had Hfty-fcur trips to 
the plate and*has come away with 
seventeen hits; two of them being 
doubles and one a home run; he 
has a batting average of .315. 
Fred DeBerry is having his 
best year at the plate with nine 
hits—a split    leader    for home 
runs with one for himself. 
The leading man in runs batted 
in is Larry Bagwell at the short 
:-top with fourteen. Zack Bur- 
nette and Hoffman are next with 
twelve runs batted in each. 
The Tigers' able pitching de- 
partment is being led by senior 
Harold Stowe with forty-one and 
two-thirds innings pitched; he 
has won three out of his five games 
pitched. 
Cline has pitched twenty-eight 
and one-third innings and has 
won the two games that he has 
pitched.   Jim Roller has thrown 
for  eighteen    innings;  winning 
two out of three. 
Dave Sprouse and Charlie Pas- 
qualini are credited with one win 
each.    The next home game will 
be Tuesday when the Tigers face 
Georgia. 
Anyone For A Round Of Golf? 
The intramural golf tournament will begin the first part of next 
week and pretty co-ed Nancy Bonnette is a shining example 
of what can be expected at Boscobel Country Club next week. 
This tournament is open to all students, including co-eds. (Tiger 
Sports photo by Alex McCormack.) 
LA BRASCA'S SPAGHETTI HOUSE 
Specializing In: 
•   Italian Spaghetti •   Pizza 
•  Steaks •  Seafood 
•  Chicken •  Chops 
Open 11:00 A.M. Until... 
Orders To Take Out.... 
Highway 123 By-Pass 
Clemson, S. C. Phone 2300 
Baseballers Lose 
4th Game In Row 
To Cavaliers 4-3 
The Tigers remained on the los- 
ing end of the bat when they play- 
ed the Cavaliers of Virginia last 
Friday in Charlottesville. 
It was a day for the Virginians 
with most of the breaks on their 
side, because the Tigers played 
better—by the statistics. The Tig- 
ers left five men on base, while 
Virginia left six on the sacks. 
Clemson hit for seven times, and 
the Cavaliers got only three tal- 
lies while at the plate. 
Early in the first inning the 
Cavaliers had the bases loaded, 
and then the pitcher hit a single 
which drove in two runs to put 
the Clemsonites in the hole. 
Later during the game they hit 
the Tigers for two more tallies, 
and the Tigers lost by the final 
of 4-3. 
This was the fourth straight win 
for the Cavaliers of Virginia and 
the fourth loss in a row for the 
Tigers. 
Golf Tournament' Held 
Vollyball Won By C-7 Eagles; 
Other Events Continue Action 
The C-7 Eagles paced by Tommy Mahaffey, "Choppy" Patterson and Johnny Mac 
Goff defeated the Vets for the intramural volleyball championship.   C-7 had to comt 
from behind to catch the Vets who had a one match lead. 
Eleven teams participated in the  
tournament which was handled by 
Coach Bobby Roberts Of the 21 
games that were played, there was 
not a single forfeit which accord- 
ing to intramural director Bill 
Wilhelm is a very good sign of the 
interest shown by the 105 students 
that participated. 
In  the    table  tennis  tourna- 
ment,   Mike   Glenn,   an   Indus- 
trial Management    major from 
Greenville defeated James Ela- 
zer for the championship. 
Gerald Kaney has reached the 
finals in the pocket billards unde- 
feated.    He needs only one more 
win to wrap up the championship. 
Terry Taylor    is second    In this 
event and must have two more vic- 
tories to stay in the running for 
the championship. 
According to Coach Wilhelm on- 
ly eight students entered this 
tournament. "I am rather dis- 
appointed at the number to par- 
ticipate because I know that there 
are a lot more boys at Clemson 
who would have enjoyed this 
event," Wilhelm commented. 
In the handball tournament, 
football tackle, Lou Cordelieone 
continues to be the leader. 
Softball Is Popular 
Softball appears to be the most 
popular of the spring intramur- 
al events. There are 27 teams 
entered in the regular Softball 
tournament made up of five lea- 
gues. In the new one-pitch 
Softball    event,  there    are  ten 
teams and three leagues. 
After the regularly scheduled 
games are played, the winners in 
each league will be drawn and 
pitted against each other for the 
championship in both regular and 
one-pitch Softball. 
The interest and participation 
in the new one-pitch Softball has 
been very good. Under this new 
way of playing, the batter is al- 
lowed only one pitch, and he must 
hit that one pitch or he is declared 
out. 
Coach  Wilhelm    pointed   out 
that the time required to play 
seven innings of one-pitch soft- 
ball is about half the time re- 
quired for regular Softball. 
Coach Wilhelm also added that 
six new horseshoe pita have been 
constructed in front of the field 
house.   These pits are of regula- 
tion distance and will be equipped 
with regulation stakes and horse- 
shoes.    Coach  Wilhelm  hopes  to 
begin    a    horseshoe    tournament 
within the next two weeks. 
Golf Tourney Held At Boscobel 
The intramural golf tourna- 
ment will begin next week. Any- 
one interested in participating 
can sign up at the intramural 
office. Any student is eligible 
except members of the varsity 
and freshman golf teams. 
The games will be played at 
Boscobel Country Club. The 
cost of playing will be $1.10 a 
Follow The Tigers 
BASEBALL 
Apr. 24—North Carolina 
Apr. 25—Wake  Forest „ 
Apr. 2*5—Georgia  
 Chapel Hill 
Winston-Salem 
 Clemson 
FRESHMEN 
Apr. 24—South Carolina . 
Apr.   25—South Carolina 
TENNIS 
Apr. 22-25—S. C. Championships 
TRACK 
Apr. 25—South Carolina  
Columbia 
Columbia 
Clinton 
game. The tournament will be 
single elimination with the win* 
ners advancing. 
GetWILDROOT 
CREAM-OIL Charlie! 
1. PAUL SHEEDY,' h,i,«,»«, „„. -wili. 
root keeps hair one and hamioma all dar long." 
WUl *. H„rt, Bill *d.. WiUUm^UU. M.T. 
Just a I it titbit 
of Wildroor 
and...WOW! 
GOLF 
Apr. 29—Wake Forest 
Apr. 30—Furman  
Columbia 
Clemson 
Clemson 
The 
SHINING 
TOWER 
Restaurant 
'Anderson's Finest 
In Every 
Respect" 
CURB 
SERVICE 
North Main St. Extn. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
THlNKUSH 
fitfM. CAN.NE COLOGNE    EngI,h! FLYING HITCHHIKER ^   ^ VEGETABLE 
ThinWish.- CURFUME 
-■■ NANCY ANN lYOIt". INDIAN* STAIt TEACHERS 
ThmkUsh: THUWB.NGB1RO 
 —~"       TOMMY   DERCOE*. MARYLAND  U. 
Wv
'0 HABME 
ThmkUsh: PLUMPKIN 
English! HIP SINGING GROUP 
Thlnhlish translation/ These guys are so 
far out, they wear space helmets. They 
never ask, "How High the Moon?" They 
know. When there were seven of them, 
they were a heptet. But since they've 
added a man, simple arithmetic makes 
them a rocktet! Naturally, when they take 
ten, they take Luckies. Like anyone else 
(square, round or what-have-you), they 
know all about the honest taste of fine 
tobacco. Consensus: flipsville! 
"EW'XEilco 
Engfi 
^.omEMTAt^BU^ 
ThiMsh: SICKS HAW 
RICHARD  HARRJSON.  r„rCITA0Et     •:■■: 
©*. r. e» 
HOW TO MAKE *25 
Take a word—garbage, for example. With it, you can make the contents of 
an auto junk yard (carbage), Hollywood refuse (starbage), incinerator dust 
(charbage) or glass-factory rejects (jarbage). That's Thinklish—and it's that 
easy! We're paying $25 for the Thinklish words judged best—your check is 
itching to go! Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 
Enclose your name, address, university and class. 
Get the genuine article 
Get the honest taste 
of a LUCKY STRIKE 
Product of oit»J*m*&ie€*» dtmueo-Zenyww — Joo<wc& is our middle nam 
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New Clemson President And Family 
* 
Boners' Bag 
By RUTH BURRESS 
Spring fever? Mrs. May Rin- 
gold got to her office early on 
Monday morning, became ab- 
sorbed in paper work, she says, 
and failed to hear whistles blow- 
ing. A student striking for an 
A in history hustled her into her 
classroom for an almost un- 
flustered lecture.   Note: 8 MWF 
The Rev. L. B. Buff Jr. caught 
The Columbia Record's an- 
nouncement of the cornerstone 
laying ceremonies at our fancy 
new Earle Chemical Engineer- 
ing Building. The audience was 
scrubbed and shining and sweet- 
smelling, and one not prone to 
impetuosity. But the Record 
has it that "the public was in- 
cited." 
Speaking of boners, we won- 
der if Dr. Claud Green was 
practicing reverse mountain 
climbing when he came a crop- 
per? And Prof. Charley Stuart 
—he might have figured out that 
a human rib would crack before 
a 3/4 inch iron pipe would bend. 
He might have, but he didn't. 
Miss Hundertmark broke her 
arm on Hotel Hill, yes she did. 
Robert Cook Edwards, former vice-president of 
Clemson, poses with his Immediate family fol- 
lowing election as eighth president of Clemson 
College. He succeeds the late R. F. Poole. Above 
are, (left to right) first row, President Edwards; 
granddaughter Elizabeth Louise; Mrs. Edwards; 
second row, daughter Nancy Louise, a Clemson 
freshman; son R. C, Jr., and his wife, the former 
Miss Sandra Davey, Lake Worth, Fla., who now 
reside in Greenville. (Clemson News Bureau 
Photo.) 
Fred Hoover has carte blanche 
to call them even more ambigu- 
ous names, if he can, and if he 
does it publicly and wittily. But 
a few of the Little Theater peo- 
ple wonder now and then ex- 
actly what he has in mind when 
he keeps calling them "thes- 
bians." 
Fifth In A Series 
Textile School Research Department Promotes Use 
Of Facilities By Industry; Conducts Own Projects 
By JLM YOUNGBLOOD 
Tiger Staff Writer 
Research in all phases of the 
textile industry is carried on in 
School of Textiles. Research is 
done by the faculty, both with 
and without industrial sponsor- 
ing, and also by independent 
laboratories located within the 
school. 
Aids Industry Research 
The Research Department car- 
ries   on    research   sponsored   by 
The Official Clemson Ring-A 1940 Innovation 
By JOHN SNAVELT 
Tiger Feature Writer 
At one time in Clemson's his- 
tory the Clemson College ring, as 
Clemson students know it, did not 
exist. In the years before 1940 
the Clemson ring was dependent 
on the arbitrary wish of each 
graduating class. 
Each class could change the 
ring to suit itself, and each gradu- 
ete could select a different stone 
for the crown of his ring. 
The result of these annual de- 
cisions was a ring that had to be 
closely examined before its slight- 
est connection with Clemson could 
be proven. In addition, manufac- 
turers of the ring had to produce 
a variety of ring parts. 
This additional production of 
parts increased the initial cost of 
the ring. 
Another factor added to the cost 
of the ring: Due to its annual 
change, a long term contract 
could not be given for it, and a 
new dye was necessarily cut every 
year. 
As years passed, the desire for 
a standard Clemson ring greatly 
increased. Students began to real- 
ize the value of a standard ring 
that could be recognized by Clem- 
son graduates and supporters all 
over the world. 
The possibility of a lower-priced 
ring was also something to be tak- 
en into consideration. 
In 1940, seniors in the Clemson 
School then Department of Archi- 
tecture received an authorization 
to submit a design for an official 
Clemson ring. 
The design submitted was un- 
animously accepted by both stu- 
dents and alumni. 
In July of that same year the 
Clemson College Board of Trustees 
passed a resolution recommending 
that the standard ring designed by 
the senior architects be adopted. 
The ring designed by these sen- 
ior architects is the one pictured 
below and is the Official Clemson 
College Ring. The ring is made 
of the finest tough, hard-temper- 
ed, 10-karet gold possible for ring 
manufacture. 
The ring is presently manufac- 
tured by Herff-Jones Company of 
Indianapolis, Ind., at a price of 
$34.50 per ring. A backdated ring 
cost ?42.50. The ring is ordered 
through L. C. Martin Drug Co. 
There is presently a desire on 
the part of coeds for a distinctive 
girl graduate's ring. Many of the 
girls are wearing the special rings 
for wives of graduates. 
There is no other ring like the 
Clemson    ring.     "Doc"  Meiburg 
stated that the greatest value of 
the ring is in the fact that it can 
be distinguished by all others 
across a room. The design for the 
ring is copyrighted and can never 
be copied. 
Engraved within the black en- 
amel crown of the ring is the large 
letter "C" with South Carolina 
palmetto trees and year of gradu- 
ation included. Around the crown 
are the words, "Clemson A & M 
College" and the year of the col- 
lege's establishment, "1889." 
Engraved in one side are ser- 
geant's stripes and the South 
Carolina State Seal with an eagle 
at the top. Also included on that 
side are two rifles with fixed bay- 
onets, symbols of the ROTC units. 
On the opposite side of the ring 
are sergeant's stripes, two sabers, 
a tiger's head and the U. S. Seal 
with an eagle on top. 
At Clemson a student must be a 
second semester senior before he 
may receive his ring. This rule is 
to prevent students who never 
graduate from having a ring. 
Students eligible to receive rings 
must have a cummulative grade- 
point ratio of 1.8 above and must 
have all of their required courses 
scheduled. These students must 
have also ordered their diplomas. 
Candidates eligible for June or 
August graduation already should 
have received their rings. Can- 
didates for graduation in Jan. 1960, 
should order their rings between 
Apr. 1 and May 15, 1959. They 
may expect to pick them up by 
Oct. 20,  1959. 
Candidates for graduation in 
June, 1960, should order their 
rings between Sept. 15 and Oct. 
15, 1959. They may expect to pick 
up their rings by Feb. 20, 1960. 
(All dates are subject to change 
by the college administration.) 
******     ***** ***********      ***** 
The Milestone Of A College Career 
DISC-OPATION 
(Continued from Page 3) 
bucket,  beer-crying  wail  that  is 
behind  everything  we    know  as 
jazz. 
A plinking, plunking tinny gui- 
tar, a tired Negro's voice and a 
combination  of  traditional   blues 
and spiritual shouts add up to an 
album that no jazz enthusiast can 
afford to be without.    Listen for 
"Jelly  Jelly,"   "St,   James Infir- 
mary," and "One Meat Ball." 
Tagging this item on  at the 
end may seem like an attempt 
to diminish its importance;  it's 
•not.   Isaac Stern and David Ois- 
trakh, two of the worlds fore- 
most  violinists,  have  combined 
forces to    present one    of the 
finest recordings we have heard 
for some time. 
There are three bands: The 
first, Vivaldi's Concerto in A Min- 
or for Two Violins, is a joint ef- 
fort. The second, Bach's Con- 
certo No. 1 in A Minor, is by Mr. 
Btern. The third, Bach's Con- 
certo No. 2 in E Major, is by Mr. 
Oistrakh. 
The best are the Vivaldi duo 
violin and/or the E Major by 
Bach. Mr. Oistrakh is probably 
the better musician, but in any 
case the E Major is by far the more 
nearly excellent concert of the 
three. 
HQDM JS+l-'d HsaJd MOUS 
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SENIOR  CLASS 
(Continued from Page  1) 
Floyd,     Industrial     Management 
major from Columbia.    The votes 
were 114 and 112, respectively. 
Pat Killen,    Mechanical   Engi- 
neering student from Sumter de- 
feated Johnny    Sims,    Electrical 
Engineering   major  from  Green- 
ville, by a vote of 197-115, for the 
office of junior class secretary. 
Rick  Ivester,    Textile    Man- 
agement major from Newberry, 
running    unopposed for    junior 
treasurer polled 316 votes. There 
were two write-in names. 
Alwyn Brown,    Ceramic   Engi- 
neering major    from    Columbia; 
Dick  Harvin,   Mechanical   Engi- 
neering  student from Hartsville: 
Phil Kennedy, Textile Science from 
Manning; Angus McGregor, Agri- 
cultural  Economics    major  from 
Hopkins;   and    Jim   Youngblood, 
Physics major from Columbia, will 
be    junior   class   representatives 
next year. 
Runoffs Tuesday 
Run-offs are to be held Tues- 
day for both president and vice 
president of the sophomore class. 
The races will be between presi 
dential candidates Bill Schachte, 
Arts and Sciences major from 
Charleston, and Bob Newton, In- 
dustrial Management major from 
Clemson, also vice presidential 
candidates Jim Caughman, 
Dairying student from Lexing- 
ton, and Charlie Hagood, Textile 
Science student from Easley. 
The voting went Newton, 195; 
Schachte, 262; Caughman, 165; 
and Hagood, 179. 
Joe Burdette, Civil  Engineer' 
ing major from Greenville,  de- 
feated   Jerry  Lominack,   Archi- 
tectural student from Greer, for 
secretary by a vote of 304 to 259. 
Treasurer for the sophomore 
class  is  Hugh Folk,   Pre-Med 
student from Fairfax, who de- 
feated Steven Long, Civil En- 
gineering major from Gastonia, 
N. C, by a vote of 418-143. 
Elected as sophomore repre- 
sentatives are Bill Freeman, In- 
dustrial Management student 
from Greenville; Jerry Harmon, 
Mechanical Engineering major 
from Lexington; and Jim Hunter. 
Also, John Timmerman, Pre- 
Med student from Hartsville, and 
George Wise, Agronomy student 
industry. One of its principle 
functions is to provide research 
facilities for those industries 
which cannot afford an indepen- 
dent, private research institution 
according to Dr. W. T. Rainey, 
head of the department. 
There are six persons in this 
department who do research 
work on a full-time basis. Also, 
many students and faculty mem- 
bers aid in the programs on a 
part-time basis. 
This department is well- 
equipped, as well as well- 
staffed, to carry out research 
in all fields of textiles, accord- 
ing to Dr. Rainey. 
The staff is presently working 
on a project for the United States 
Department of Agriculture en- 
titled "Research on Treatment of 
Cotton with Resin and Rubber 
Latices to obtain New and Valu- 
able Textile Products." 
This project involves the appli- 
cation of numerous agents to cot- 
ton cloth and then testing the 
cloth to determine the effect of 
the agent on the physical pro- 
perties of the cotton. Similar in- 
dustrial research in the past led 
to the development of "wash and 
wear" cloth. 
KQDL KROSSWORD No. 21 
ACROSS 
1. They usually 
come in. 3's 
5. Head, back, 
heart, tooth— 
they're related 
9. Which was to b» 
demonstrated 
(L. abbr.) 
12. Retrospective 
view of a Kool 
13. Kind of miss 
14. Kind of corn 
15. Underground 
blind date 
16. Single girls 
over 70 
18. Sum total of 
hot music 
20, Symbol of penny 
21. "West Point, 
initially 
24. Der Kaiser's 
kind 
"Mother of the 
Gods" 
Reversible girl 
Nobel Prize 
winner amidst 
worry 
 buddies 
33. Full of wonder 
34. Scene of bull 
session 
35. Mild 
refreshing  
42. Pop's no longer 
asked when this 
is popped 
It gave a 
cruller a 
different handle 
45. Gobs, initially 
46. Loyal and less 
than legal 
47. Mazes and 
municipalities 
both have 
dead  
48. , drink and 
be merry 
49. No half 
Nelson, he 
50. Part of "afras" 
DOWN 
1. Mater's first 
name 
2. No smoke is so 
27, 
30 
44. 
a Kool 
S. Bridge ante 
4. Draw roughly; 
very funny! 
5. Wild ox found 
in an oak 
6. He's strictly 
from Gaul 
7. Pilgrimage 
to Mecca 
8. Girl Herman 
embraces 
9. TV doings for 
the brainy set 
10. This is final 
11. Kind of 
enchantment 
17. C6te d'  
in France 
19. It goes with 
a cry 
22. A boundary 
23. Vark's first 
name 
24. AH  
25. Scent 
26. Item for a 
window shopper 
31. Singles 
32. A Yankee 
38. Needy of 
your constant 
support 
36. Even Stephen 
37. He's in the 
rackets racket 
38. Kind of fooling 
39. First name of 
playwright's 
daughter, co- 
median's wife 
40. Opposite of 
news—yet ex- 
tremely mobile 
41. Opposite of 
more 
42. That's French 
43. Alaska is a 
part of it 
39 40 41 
44 
47 
50 
• As cool and clean as a breath, of fresh, air. 
• Finest leaf tobacco7~,.mild refreshing menthol. 
and the -world's most thoroughly tested filter! 
• With, every puff your mouth, feels clean, 
your throat refreshed! 
Qmericas Mosh freshing Ogarete 
,. . ALSO REGULAR SIZE KOOL WITHOUT FiLTERI 
• 1859, Brawn * WlllUtnjon Tobacco Corn. 
GENERAL 
(Continued from Page  1) 
game.    Coach    Frank    Howard 
Has on hand to give comments 
before and after the film. 
The tour Wednesday morning 
included much of the industrial 
sites in Oconee County. The dele- 
gation was led by Sen. Parker. 
Among the sites visited were the 
J. P. Stevens Company, The Ex- 
celsior Plant and several companys 
near Seneca. 
The group returned to the cam- 
pus in time for    lunch with the 
student body in the dining hall. 
Tour Campus 
Wednesday afternoon the dele- 
gates took a guided tour of the 
campus which was somewhat 
abreviated due to the adverse wea- 
ther. Deans of the schools and 
heads of the various department 
aided in the tour. Campus build- 
ings as well as several classes were 
visited. Of special interest was 
the new Chemical Engineering 
building, Earle Hall. 
Industry Finances Research 
Most of this research is finan- 
ced by industry, however, and 
the results are available only to 
the sponsoring organization. 
In addition to research for in- 
dustries and governmental orga- 
nization, the staff members of 
the School of Textiles plan to 
carry out research of interest to 
industry as a whole. 
Dr. A. N. J. Heyn, Professor of 
Textiles, has done a great deal 
of research on the structure of 
cotton fiber. Within the past ten 
years, he has published over 30 
papers in the field. Much of this 
work has required the use of X- 
ray diffraction and electron and 
interference microscopy. 
Studied Microbe Damage 
He has also studied the dam- 
age to cotton caused by microbes. 
This problem has been extremely 
important to the economy of the 
South, according to Dr. Rainey. 
Dr. H. M. Brown and John 
Graham measured air pressure 
patterns in a card and modified 
the pressures in order to reduce 
card waste. Cards are now avail- 
able commercially which were 
redesigned from their recom- 
mendations. 
They also developed a pneu- 
matic evener for roving frames 
which is an application of auto- 
mation. By reducing long-term 
variations in roving, it results in 
increased evenness. 
Dr.  W.  T.   Rainey   has  re- 
cently written articles on the 
preparation      of     radioactive 
phosporous   and   reactions   of 
organic materials. In January, 
he  read  a  paper on "Use  of 
Radioisotopes  in   the   Textile 
Industry." 
There are three laboratories in 
Sirrine Hall  which   are run  by 
organizations off the campus. The 
American Cotton Manufacturers 
Institute has a cotton fiber test- 
ing laboratory.  This   laboratory 
tests cotton fiber and yarn from 
small samples, about five pounds. 
Improves Cotton Yarn 
The United States Department 
of Agriculture also has a cotton ' 
fiber testing laboratory. This in- 
stallation uses much larger 
amounts of cotton, often several 
bales. Its purpose is to improve 
the quality of cotton yarn and 
possibly develop new instruments 
to measure the ability of raw 
cotton to be made into yarn. 
The USDA also has the new 
pilot spinning laboratory. It 
allows experiments on a mill 
scale. Its immediate objective 
is to find the best way to get 
cotton to the mill platform. 
ARMED  FORCES 
(Continued from Page  1) 
U. S. Army Corps Commander,   ', 
and other distinguished visitors 
are scheduled to present awards 
to outstanding ROTC cadets. 
Rifles To Drill 
The  Clemson    Pershing  Rifles ' 
Drill Team will give an exhibition 
at this time.   Also, a joint Army 
and Air Force ROTC review will 
follow the awards ceremony. 
The Mayors of Clemson, Cen- 
tral, Liberty and Pendleton have 
agreed to cooperate and give ap- 
propriate recognition to Armed 
Forces Week in their cities. 
Pendleton will feature flags 
displayed throughout the week 
and a large model airplane dis- 
play. Col. G. A. Douglass, 
Armed Forces Day Project Of- , 
ficer, announced that appropri- 
ate recognition will be given to 
merchants who have window 
displays commemorating Armed 
Forces Week. 
Major Shumaker has announced 
that the Reserve Training Center 
here will hold open house for the 
public on May 16. 
from Bakersfield, Calif. 
Luther Bigby,   chairman   of 
the elections committee, stated 
that  the   number  of  students 
voting in this election, as com- 
pared with student body elec- 
tions, was decidedly better and 
probably   the  best in   several 
years. 
The final vote from the three 
classes was two more than had 
voted in four classes previously 
for   student body  elections   two 
weeks ago. 
L C. Martin Drug Company 
^r Soda Fountain 
ic School Supplies 
ie Candy and Stationery 
ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil 
Helps "mirror" finishes hold bright future 
***vsv*ooia—.-*** 
Even the finishes are exciting on the new cars! They have new color, new gleam. They stay new holing longer, 
seldom need polishing, shrug off bad weather. Esso Research helped in perfecting these fine finishes by 
developing fast-drying solvents derived from oil. Your car looks better, runs better- 
because ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil (isso) 
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In Amphitheater 
Concert Band 
Will Conclude 
Tour Monday 
The Clemson Concert Band will 
conclude their current 1959 tour 
at Clemson Monday at 8 p.m. The 
final concert which includes a re- 
*pertoire of over 15 selections will 
be held in the outdoor theatre. 
The 4-day concert tour, includ- 
ing nine performances opened 
Thursday at Laurens High School. 
The band also held performances 
at Whitmire High School and Fovt 
Jackson yesterday. 
The company will appear at 
Kershaw High School, Pageland 
High School and Macedonia High 
School (Monk's Corner) today. 
Tomorrow they will be at Myrtle 
Beach High School and Winyah 
High School (Georgetown.) 
Officers Elected 
^ The group, directed by R. E. 
Lovett, elected officers at a meet- 
ing held in the Chapel recently. 
Elected were president, Dave 
Trimmier; vice-president, Tom 
Lavender; secretary-treasurer, 
Ben Boling and librarian, Frank 
Martin. 
Other members of the group 
are Benjamin T. Boling and 
Green Gibner, Greenville; Sam 
M. Brice, Winnsboro; Edward 
Britt, Greenwood; M. M. Bruce, 
Greer; W. E. Clayton, Belton; 
John R. Clement, In man; Karl 
Counts, Mullins; Clayton Cox, 
Fairborn, Ohio; Edwin Davis, 
Barnwell; Russell Davis, Paw- 
ley's Island; William Eckard 
and James Webb, Charlotte, N. 
, C. 
Also, Bruce Evans, Anderson; 
Curtis Farrar and T. C. Stewart, 
Trio To Appear During Band Tour 
During the state tour of the Clemson Concert 
Band, the above trio will appear as soloist in 
"Carnival Variations" and "Buglars' Holiday.'' 
They are (left to right)  W. W. Hawkins, Alex 
McCormack and David C. Trimmier. The band 
will present formal concerts at Fort Jackson, 
Myrtle Beach and Georgetown. 
Clemson; William O. Hatchell, 
Dillon; R. K. Hendricks and E. P. 
McCravey, Easley; Hannah Holle- 
man, Seneca; John F. Hughey, 
Spartanburg; Larry Knight and 
P. C. Ratterree, Rock Hill; Tom 
Lavender, Gaffney. 
Others included are Joe Maffett, 
Saluda; Frank Martin, Newberry; 
W. S. McKay, Pittsburgh, Pa.; J. 
M. Orenstein, Merrick, N. Y.; 
Henry Savage, Sumter; Philip 
Shileda, Aiken; Jack Team, Cam- 
den; Byron Verdin, Simpsonville, 
and Ed Zahler, Yemassee. 
Trumpet Solo Featured 
A trumpet trio will be featured 
on "Carnival" Variations, com- 
prising W. W. Hawkins, Green- 
ville; Alex McCormack, Spindale, 
N. C. and David C. Trimmier, Bed- 
ford, Pa. 
The repertoire for all tour con- 
certs will include the Skyscraper 
Fantasy Suite, Amparito Roca—a 
Spanish   march;  the   Folk Song 
Suite, Four Episodes for Band by 
John J. Morrisey; Elsa's Proces- 
sion to the Cathedral from "Lo- 
hengrin." 
Also, Symphony No. 5 in C. 
Minor, Zampa—an overture; the 
Symphonic Suite, Invercargill, 
"Carnival" Variations by Don 
Jacoby, Fandango, the Original 
Dixieland Concerto, The King and 
I, Bugler's Holiday, The Music 
Man, In the Mood, Washington 
Post and the Tiger Rag. 
HMB^MBL Campus Events 
Weekend Dances Planned; Groups Hear Speakers 
Herter Replaces Dulles As Secretary Of State 
By  RUSS  CAMPBELL 
Tiger Feature Writer 
The big news on the interna- 
tional scene this week was the ex- 
pected resignation of John Foster 
Dulles because of an abdominal 
cancer and the selection of Chris- 
tian A. Herter as Secretary of 
State by President Eisenhower 
and the Senate. 
The reaction of the British to the 
appointment of Herter was a voice 
of a lack of confidence that Mr. 
Dulles' had boasted. 
Churchill To Appeal 
Sir Winston Churchill will ap- 
peal to Eisenhower and Herter to 
back British Prime Minister Har- 
old Macmillan's plan for dealing 
with the Russians at the forth- 
coming conferences on Germany 
and Berlin. , 
Churchill was also in the news 
as the    London  Sunday Times 
speculated that the 84-year-old 
Knight of the Garter will seek 
re-election to Parliment. 
The big    four Western powers 
seem to  agree generally    on the 
points to be offered in the rapidly 
approaching    talks on   Germany 
and Berlin. 
British Hesitant 
Only the British seem hesitant 
Words To The Wise 
Conference To Be Held 
The annual state spring YMCA- 
YWCA conference will be held 
this weekend at Camp Long. All 
YMCA members who wish to at- 
tend are urged to contact the 
YMCA office this week. 
Should Contact Ware 
All students or alumni who are 
, members or have been members of 
Phi  Delta  Theta  fraternity  con- 
tact R. E. Ware at 333 Long Hall. 
Methodists Hear Speakers 
President R. C. Edwards spoke 
to Wesley Foundation last week on 
the  "Christian Businessman." 
Dean Philip Covington of Wof- 
ford College spoke this Wednes- 
day night. The faculty was in- 
vited to this meeting. Refresh- 
ments were served after the pro- 
gram. 
Architects Give Dance 
The Clemson College Student 
AIA will hold it's annual Beaux 
Arts Ball tonight at the School 
of Architecture. 
According    to    Sonny    Lucas, 
president of the group, the affair 
will commence at 4 p.m. and last 
until approximately 1 a.m. 
Spring Dance To Be Held 
The Veteran's Club will sponsor 
a Spring Dance in the Clemson 
Room of the Clemson House to- 
morrow. Music will be provided 
by a combo from the Jungaleers. 
The dance is informal. It will 
be the last dance the club will 
sponsor this year. 
All members, married students 
and guests are cordially invited, 
according to Bill Holt. 
Farewell Party Given 
A farewell party for the Rev. 
Field clothes will be worn in all A. B. Parsons and his family will 
events and a barbecue supper will be given at the BSU Center Wed- 
be held afterwards. nesday.    Rev.   Parsons   plans  to 
Annual Field Day 
To Be Presented 
By Forestry Club 
The Clemson   College   Forestry 
Club will present its second annual 
field day tomorrow at 1 p. m., ac- 
. cording  to  Corky  Lee,   publicity 
chairman. 
The field day will consist of 16 
events including Dendrology, tim- 
ber estimation, fire fighting, cross- 
cut sawing, log rolling and bow 
sawing. The top five contestants 
will go to Louisiana State Univer- 
sity the following weekend for the 
Southeastern Forestry School Con- 
clave. 
The events will be held at Lake 
Issaqueena, Wildcat Creek Shelter. 
, Transportation for  those wishing 
it will leave the loggia at 1 p. m. 
enter the Air Force as a Chaplain 
in May. 
The Annual BSU banquet was 
held last Wednesday at the Cen- 
ter. Judge Earl Rice was Speak- 
er. 
A deputation of ten BSU'ers will 
go to Winthrop this weekend. 
They will attend a banquet to- 
morrow night and lead the open- 
ing assembly of Sunday School. 
Students will participate in the 
preaching and leading worship 
services Sunday. 
Coffee and donuts will be served 
at the Baptist Church at 8:30 for 
ihose who wish to go to the 9:00 
o'clock worship'service. 
Canterbury Banquet Given 
The annual Awards Banquet of 
Canterbury Club will be held Wed- 
nesday. Awards will be presented 
at a 5:30 p.m. church service. The 
banquet will follow at 6:30 p.m. 
Giris from Converse have been in- 
vited to attend the banquet ac- 
cording to Manuk Diarbekirian. 
Approximately 15 members of 
Canterbury are attending the" 
Spring Convention of the South 
Carolina Canterbury Association, 
being held at Camp Saint Chris- 
topher near Charleston. 
Textile Summer School 
Has Good Registration 
Advance registration for a five- 
course summer program in tex- 
tiles here has been encouraging, 
according to Dean Gaston Gage of 
the School of Textiles. 
Courses will stress, says Dean 
Gage, what the textile man is 
"least apt to learn" on a training 
program in the plant, or by ex- 
perience. Many textile companies' 
employ competent graduates from j 
liberal arts colleges who will bene- • 
fit inestimably from a three-to-six! 
week short course program. 
Short courses will begin June 15 
in yarn manufacturing; July 6 in 
fabric developement and supervi- 
sion developement; July 15 in mo- 
tion and time study, and July 27 
in quality control. 
Each course will be presented as 
a full-time program, running for 
three weeks with no classes on 
Friday afternoon or Saturday 
morning. No college credit or en- 
trance examinations will be given. 
Information on the course sche- 
dule has been available to plant 
management in South Carolina. It 
may also be obtained by writing 
Dean Gage. Participants will be 
allowed to enroll in more than one 
course at a time. 
Dining Hall Regulations 
Fulfill Students' Needs 
By RALPH HOLLAND 
Tiger Feature Writer 
Due to the present situation which exists in the dining hall 
during meals it has been decided that something must be done 
to increase one's chances of not only receiving sufficient nourish- 
ment but leaving the meal with one's body intact. 
In the hopes that this dream may be realized the following 
set of regulations has been adopted and shall be observed if such 
is not already the case. 
Essentially they  are as follows: 
Waiters 
(1) Waiters must henceforth stand within five (5) yards of 
the table to which he is serving bowls or platters of food. 
(2) Waiters must throw bowls underhand. Any attempt 
to serve bowls in an overhand manner is prohibited, as well 
as frowned upon. 
(3) Hereafter waiters will make certain that all bowls re- 
turned from the kitchen containing refills will contain not more 
than 3 butterbeans, 2 peach slices, 3 french fried potatoes or onion 
rings, 1 ounce of salad dressing, or 51 cubic millimeters of "bull 
Students 
(1) Students will refrain from standing upon tables (with 
feet in food) upon entrance of female type individuals (not be- 
cause doing so appears extremely crude but because the taste 
of the food might be impaired). 
(2) Entrance to the dining hall will be only through the 
doors provided (preferably open doors). 
(3) Clawing or biting opposing feeders will hereafter be 
frowned upon. 
(4) Troughs will be provided for thosa who insist upon fol- 
lowing the manners which prevail at the present time. 
By BILL WEEKS 
...Associate  Student  Chaplin 
Upon a gravestone were found 
these words beneath the name and 
years of the deceased one: "He 
Was Born a Man; He Died a Gro- 
ceryman." These may seem tri- 
vai words, but really, they are 
words of tragedy. 
Is that all that can be said of 
our lives —"He was born a man; 
he died a business executive?" Can 
we say that life is only a dash 
between two dates? 
Some will say that God intended 
for man to get an education, earn 
a good salary, buy a new car, and 
build a modern "home. I do not ar- 
gue with this; I agree to a certain 
extent. It is good to have some 
goals and ambitions in this life, 
for they give us something to strive 
for. 
But, friend, if that is the end of 
our attempts, if we think we have 
everything when we have satisfied 
our human wants, we are fooling 
ourselves. God's Word says the 
things that we can see are only 
temporary; we shall never see 
them in eternity. 
The voice of Isaiah speaks to us 
over the span of tears, "Why do 
you spend money for that which 
is not bread? And your labor for 
that which satisfieth not?" Does 
not a loving God ask us the same 
question today? 
In his book Peace with God Dr. 
Billy Graham pictures America as 
a nation of empty people. "So that 
is where we stand today — a na- 
tion of empty people. We have tried 
to fill ourselves with science and 
education, with better living and 
pleasure, with many other things 
we thought we wanted, but we are 
still empty. Why are we empty? 
Because the Creator made us for 
Himself; and we shall never find 
completeness and fullness apart 
from fellowship with Him." 
I may be wrong, but I think that 
this is the crux of our world's prob- 
lems. Man is not united with his 
God; he does not know that God 
put him here for a purpose; he 
has a little what his life is to be 
used for. 
Because he cannot sit idly 
by doing nothing and remain con- 
tented, he goes after what he thinks 
is success: money, fame, friends— 
anything that will make him think 
he has accomplished something. 
But inside he can hear at times 
the voice of God calling to him. 
He may not know what it is, but he 
knows something is missing. Bev- 
erage alcohol, wealth, popularity, 
club activity, and even church 
work cannot fill the empty feeling. 
Only God can fill that vacant 
place in one's life. 
In 1953 American consumed 
$9,885,000,000 on beverage alcohol; 
they did not need alcohol —they 
needed God. In 1952 Americans 
spent $125,000,000 on fortune tel- 
lers; they did not need to know the 
future but rather their Maker. 
In 1952,16,000 Americans couldn't 
find anything to make life worth 
living for and took their own lives 
in preference to working any fur- 
ther; they did not know a Savior 
Who died that men might live a 
"more abundant life." 
On a wall of the Park Central 
Church in Binghamton, New York, 
is a tablet dedicated to the mem- 
ory of Mrs. Mary G. Andrus Laf- 
fin, missionary to Batanga, Africa. 
On this tablet are written her last 
words before she died of a fatal 
fever: 
"Tell Mother I never regretted 
coming here. Tell Sister. Martha 
to train one of her girls for the 
missionary field. Tell Park Church 
to send someone to Africa to take 
my place." ' 
She may not have been a success 
in this world, but she filled 
the place God had for her. Is it 
too irreverent to say her life was 
a success? 
and the growing anxiety has been 
interpreted as timerity in Wash- 
ington and Bonn. 
West Berlin's outspoken May- 
or Willi Brandt will be in Lon- 
don this week and undoubtedly 
Macmillan will try to insist that 
over-cautiousness is not weak- 
ness. 
Red China Prexy Named 
In LaPaz, Bolivia, the govern- 
ment of President Hernan Siles 
Znazo put down a rebellion by a 
nationalistic right-wing party, the 
Falangist. 
Bolivia, which depends most- 
ly en its tin mines, is in ex- 
treme economic stress. Massive 
U. S. aid has failed to strengthen 
the Bolivian economy. 
Chas. M. Hagan 
Named Electric 
Company Pres. 
Charles M. Hagan, 1924 Clemson 
graduate, was recently elected 
president of the Atlantic City Elec- 
tric Company. He replaced Bayard 
L. England who was elevated to a 
new position. 
Born in Due West, Mr. Hagan 
attended Harvard Graduate School 
of Business and joined the Atlan- 
tic City Electric Company in 1928 
as a power engineer. He was elects 
ed executive vice-president in 1952 
after holding several positions. 
He is active in civic and indus- 
trial organizations and is a past 
president of the New Jersey Util- 
ities Association; Atlantic Area 
Council, Boy Scouts of America 
and Atlantic City and Salem Ro- 
tary Clubs. 
New President Named 
From Peiping Mao Tse-Tunf 
gave to the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party the name of 
Chu Teh as his successor as Presi- 
dent of Red China. 
The successor to Mao will not 
be the Red's number one son in 
China however for Mao will con- 
tinue as party chairman and poll 
the strings that make his succe*» 
sor act. 
Allan Sloan Is 
New Canterbury 
Club President 
Allan Sloan, a Ceramic Engi- 
neering major from Greenvillt, 
was elected senior warden of Can* 
terbury Club at last Wednesday'* 
meeting. 
Also elected were Sammy Seas- 
trunk, Pre-Medicine major from 
Columbia, treasurer; Manuk Diar- 
bekirian, Textile Management 
major from Buenos Aires, Argen- 
tina, junior warden; and Stev« 
Best, a Civil Engineering major 
from Hinesville, Georgia, secre- 
tary. 
Also, Tim Trively, Arts and Sci- 
ences major from Clemson, wor- 
ship chairman; Eric Phillpott, 
Ceramic Engineering major from 
New Orleans, fellowship chair- 
man; Doug Yike, Mechanical En- 
gineering major from Charlotto, 
projects chairman. 
Also, John Porcher, Forestry 
major from Mount Pleasant, mem- 
bership chairman; and Rudy 
Jones, Physics major from Dillon, 
promotion Chairman. 
Bill Wysong, Architecture major 
from Dillon, Mike Best, Civil En- 
gineering major from Hinesville, 
Georgia, and Ralph Holland, For- 
estry major from Sumter, wero 
elected vestrymen-at-large. 
A Delightful Coffee Shop With 
Fountain Service 
-TIGER TAVERN- 
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House 
Open 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
• Fountain Service 
• Sandwiches        • Newsstand 
GET SATISFYING  FLAVOR... 
No flat 'filtered-out"flavor I 
No dry wsmoked-out''taste! 
AIR FORCE 
(Continued from Page  1) 
ces Lieux' from 'Faust' by Gounod, 
,-a solo by Baritone McLane, and 
'The Three Fresques' by Durand. 
Five    Americana    numbers  by ! 
"The Singing Sergeants" will pre- I 
cede     intermission.      They     are j 
'Swanee',  'Red River Valley', St. 
Louis Blues',  'Swing Low, Sweet 
Chariot' and 'God Bless America.' 
Include   Typewriter  Solo 
The second half of the perform- 
ance will present the 'Peter Sch- 
moll Overture' by von Weber, 'La 
Virgin de la Macarena', a trumpet 
solo by Delbert Dale; 'Mili-Atan', 
an Afghanistan dance; and "The 
Typewriter' by Anderson, a type- 
writer solo by Edward Grace. 
The band finale will comprise 
four      contrasting      marches— 
'Colonel Bogey', England;  'The 
FHegers March', Germany; 'Ake- 
bono',  Japan   and     "The   Stars 
and Stripes Forever', America. 
The   Sergeants    will    conclude 
with "The Air    Force Hymn'  by 
Baker and 'Stouthearted Men' by 
Romberg. 
Tickets are on sale for 50 cents 
for the special 4 p.m. matinee and 
$1 for the regular 8 p.m. evening 
concert. Students will be admit- 
ted upon presentation of their ID 
cards for both performances. 
CLEMSON THEATRE 
COLLEGE AVENUE 
Phone 2011 
Thurs., Fit, Sat. 
April 23-24-25 
"House On 
Haunted Hill" 
Starring 
VINCENT   PRICE 
»    *    * 
SPECIAL   LATE   SHOW 
Friday Night April   24 
One Show Only 
10:30 P.M. 
"Scared Stiff" 
Starring 
DEAN MARTIN & 
JERRY LEWIS 
*    *    * 
—COMING SOON— 
Mon. & Tues.—April 27-28 
r/ Lonely Hearts 
* * * 
WEDNESDAY ONLY 
April 29 
'Operation 
Dames" 
our expanded 
108 SHOP 
for young executives 
and college men 
Offering a complete selection of classic natural 
shoulder clothing, furnishings and sportswear for 
Spring and Summer. Come in soon and see what's 
new in: 
SUITS and SPORT JACKETS 
SHIRTS and CASUAL SHIRTS 
• TROUSERS and NECKWEAR 
FORMAL WEAR ond SHOES 
HOSIERY, BELTS ond RAINWEAR 
open friday nights 
Stone Brothers 
108 NORTH MAIN 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
See how 
Pall Mall's 
famous length 
of fine tobacco 
travels and 
gentles the smoke 
—makes it mild — 
but does not 
filter out that 
satisfying flavor! 
HERE'S WHY SMOKE 'TRAVELED* THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST 
IYou get Pan Malfe famous length of 
the finest tobaccos money can buy: 
2  Pall Malls famous length travels  Q Travels it over, under, oround ond 
ond flenties the smoke natural**. U through Poll Malls fine tobaccset 
Outstanding-  and they are Mild I 
Pnductef <S& jfnwueamJa^itso^rTytaw—JaSxetiy it <mr miiilt namt 
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College Talent To Be Featured In Thursday Concert 
JVfu Beta Psi Presents 'Spring Sounds' 
The Clemson Mu Beta Psi, na- 
tional honorary music fraternity, 
■will present "Spring Sounds," 
next Thursday, at 7:30 p.m. in the 
College Chapel. 
The "Spring Sounds" concert 
will feature Clemson's Junga- 
leers with probable soloist Linda 
Taylor from Anderson College. 
Also participating in the con- 
cert are the Tradewinds, the 
Clemson Glee Club and The Tig- 
er Tones and Combo. 
Burt    Pearson,     producer   of 
"Spring Sounds," announced that 
Ted Holt, president of the Glee 
Club, will be master of ceremonies. 
He noted that the concert will last 
approximately two hours. 
The Jungaleers will feature 
arrangements by Stan Kenton 
including "Jump For Joe," 
"Collaboration," "Come Back 
to Sorento" and "Dynaflow." 
"Lean Baby" an arrangement 
by Billy May, and "Page Boy 
Shuffle," an original, will also 
be presented. 
********* 
Mu Beta Psi was installed on the 
campus in 1938, and today many 
faculty members are former mem- 
bers of the club. To be eligible 
for membership in the club, a 
Clemson student must have par- 
ticipated in some campus musical 
organization for two years. 
Concert Held 
Earlier this year Mu Beta Psi 
presented a jazz concert given by 
Harry Fraser and his orchestra. 
According to Mu Beta Psi officials, 
Fraser is a local professional musi- 
*****-¥■*** 
Tradewinds Featured In 'Spring Sounds' 
cian whose music is gaining popu- 
larity throughout this area. 
The Tiger Tones, Clemson's 
quartet which concentrates on 
modern harmony, plan to sing 
several selections including 
"Over the Rainbow," a com- 
bination of straight harmony 
and rock and roll, including 
"Little Darling," "Serenade of 
the Bells," and "White Cliffs of 
Dover." 
"Tiajuana Jail," "Cherry Pie" 
and "Sloop John B." are probable 
songs that will be presented by the 
Tradewinds, says Art Lindley, 
ieader of the 3-piece combo. 
Glee  Club To Sing 
The Glee Club will sing "The 
Wiffenpoof Song," "I Could Have 
Danced All Night," from 'My 
Fair Lady', and various college 
songs. 
Burt commented that although 
"Spring Sounds" is the first such 
concert bringing together so many 
musical groups on the campus, 
they hope it will increase stu- 
dent's appreciation of music. Tick- 
ets are on sale for 50 cents. 
Holfzendorf Named 
Dean Qf YMCA (amp 
P. B. Holtzendorf, general sec- 
retary of Clemson College YMCA, 
will serve as dean of the state con- 
ference of the South Carolina Stu- 
dent Christian Association at Camp 
Long, April 24-26. 
Clemson will be represented by 
Charles Spencer of Glen Alpine, 
N. C, student YMCA president; 
Luther Bigby of Greenville, presi- 
dent-elect and Frank Sutherland of 
Abbeville. 
The-conference provides annual 
training in religious leadership for 
the state's college campuses. 
Student Lounge 
In Shrine Hall 
Is Renovated 
The student lounge in Sirrine 
Hall has just been re-finished 
and provided with indirect light- 
ing with funds from the Sirrine 
Foundation. 
Seats 30 People 
The furnishings include six 
easy chairs, four Ottomans, five 
two-seat sofas, four occasional 
chairs, and several tables and 
benches. The lounge can seat 
about 30 people. 
The room was provided in the 
original plans as a meeting room 
for Phi Psi. The Phi Psi later 
voted to convert the meeting 
room into a lounge for all textile 
students. 
Foundation Voted For Funds 
R. C. Edwards, in his former 
position of vice-president for re- 
search and development, placed 
the project of refurnishing the 
lounge before the Sirrine Found- 
ation. This foundation then voted 
to give the funds necessary to 
rehabilitate the room and re- 
furnish it. 
Gaston    Gage,    Dean   of   the 
Kye Promoted 
In Air Force 
National Guard 
Bob Kye, Industrial Engineering 
senior from Winston-Salem, was 
recently promoted to the rank of 
Captain in the active Air Force 
National Guard. 
Bob entered the Air Force as 
a  cadet  and  went  through  his 
basic   training   at  Big   Springs, 
Tex., primary training at Mari- 
ana, Ariz., and advanced train- 
ing at Selma, Tex. 
He spent three years as a jet in- 
structor at Lorado, Tex., before go- 
ing into the Air National Guard hi 
1956. Bob now has a total of 3000 
flying hours — at least 2000 of 
which were spent in single engine 
jets. 
Bob worked last summer as an 
instructor in instrument flying 
and taught Puerto Rican avia- 
tors. 
Mecklenburg County Club 
Is Approved By Cooper 
J. R. Cooper, director of the Stu- 
dent Center, approved the new 
Mecklenburg County, N. C. club, 
Kappa Mu Kappa, Apr. 20. 
Prior to Mr. Cooper's approval, 
the Mecklenburg County club's con- 
stitution was recognized by its 17 
members. Iniation for new mem- 
bers will begin next semester, as 
the club is being formed so late in 
the year. 
Officers Elected 
Recently elected officers are 
Raymond Query, Industrial Man- 
agement major, president; Vance 
Lippard, Electrical Engineering 
major, vice president; and Tom- 
my Hendrix, Ceramic Engineering 
major, secretary and treasurer. 
Also Ogburn Hough. CeVamic En- 
gineering major, social chairman;. 
Benny  Falls,  Industrial  Manage 
Record Exam 
Scores Are 
Now Available 
Dr. Howard L. Hunter, dean of 
the School of Arts and Sciences, 
has announced that scores for the 
Graduate Record Exam have been 
received and may be picked up 
in his office, Room 114 Chemistry 
Building. 
School of Textiles, noted that all 
fabrics in the lounge are products 
of South Carolina manufacturers. 
Professors Given 
Top SCHA Posts 
Dr. E. M. Lander Jr., and Dr. 
Robert S. Lambert, Clemson Col- 
lege professors of history and gov- 
ernment, have been elected presi- 
dent and secretary-treasurer, re- 
spectively, of the South Carolina 
Historical Association. 
Other officers elected at the an- 
nual SCHA meeting in Charleston 
this month are Prof. Newton . B 
Jones, Presbyterian College, vice 
president; Prof. Albert N. Sand- 
ers, Furman, executive committee 
member, and Prof. Harry L. Har- 
vih Jr., Columbia College, editor 
of "Proceedings," association pub 
lication. 
ment major, chaplain; and Sgt. C. 
E. Lewis, asst. instructor of M3, 
advisor. 
Raymond states that the objec- 
tive of the Mecklenburg County 
Club is to bring together Clem- 
son students from in and around 
Charlotte and to promote the in- 
terest  of  Clemson  in  Mecklen- 
burg County. He further says • 
that the new club is open for all 
students from Mecklenburg Coun- 
ty. 
The tlub is planning to have on* 
social before the end of the semes- 
ter and possibly three during tat 
summer to be held in Charlotte. 
Get WILDR00T 
CREAM-OIL Charlie] 
J. CAESAR, Italian politician, sayi: "Al 
the boys in Rome use Wildroot oi 
their dome! How about you?" 
Just a little bir 
of Wildroot 
and...WOW! 
The Tradewinds, who made their debut at Junior 
Follies, will be featured next Thursday in Mu 
Beta Psi's "Spring Sound" concert in the Col- 
lege Cliapel. They are (left to right) Rodney 
Sabiston, Randall Mishoe, Alonzo DeBrahl and 
Art Lindley.   (Tiger photo by Bill Krieger.) 
Larry Edwards Named Student Chaplain 
For Next Year; McCord To Be Associate 
Larry Edwards, an Agricultural 
Engineering junior from Landrum 
has been elected Student Chap- 
lain. Elected as Associate Chap- 
lain was Mac McCord, a Pre-Med 
junior from Charleston. 
The two chaplains will be in- 
SENIOR DAY 
(Continued from Page  1) 
spots around the campus.    Work 
will continue till 3 p.m. 
Hold Events In Stadium 
The field events will be held in 
the stadium beginning at 3 p.m. 
Jerry Gray, who is in charge of 
the games, reports that seniors 
may participate in the greased pig 
chase, an egg throw, three-legged 
race, climb the greased pole, pull 
in tug-of-war and many more. 
Jerry further stated that for 
married students a special event, 
a pie throw, has been designed. 
Prizes, donated by local mer- 
chants, will be given to the win- 
ners of the various events. 
The barbeque will begin at 5:30 
p.m. also in the stadium. The 
food is being prepared. by F. K. 
Eaves of Elberton, Ga. The af- 
fair was planned and will be 
supervised by Mr. Luther Fields 
and his staff. Said Jim, "The 
barbeque is free to all seniors and 
their wives and dates. Also all 
members of the faculty and staff 
have been invited." 
Jungaleers To Play 
The annual Senior Day dance 
will be held in the little gym of 
the field house from 8 p.m. till 
midnight. A combo from the Jun- 
galeers will play, and according 
to Jim, girls from various schools 
have been asked to attend! Facul- 
ty, staff, wives and dates are also 
welcome. 
Jim further reported that Mr. 
Evans of the Boscobel Country 
Club has extended free golfing and 
swimming privileges to seniors. 
Golfers however, must tee off be- 
fore noon. He stated, "Seniors 
will be admitted on the basis of 
their ID cards and their "I Am a 
Senior" cards. 
Movies Admit Seniors Free 
The movie theaters in the Clem- 
son area are giving the seniors 
free movies according to Jim. The 
Clemson Theatre will admit sen- 
iors free on Monday and Tuesday, 
while the "Y" is giving free mov- 
ies Wednesday, Thursday and Fri- 
day. The basis of admission is 
again the "I Am a Senior" card 
except in the case of the Clemson 
Theatre on Monday. The theatre 
will be provided with a list of all 
seniors on Monday and the ID 
cards must be shown. 
Jim also stated that if any 
faculty member or staff mem- 
bers who have not received their 
invitations to the Senior Day 
activities they should contact 
either him or Mrs. Albert in the 
Dean of Student Affairs Office. 
stalled sometime in May. The date 
has not yet been set. 
According to Larry, the stu- 
dent body spirit has been one of 
the most outstanding features of 
his education. He does feel, 
however, that the spiritual life 
on the campus could well be im- 
proved. 
He believes that the students 
are not attending the religious 
activities as they should. 
When asked how he liked Clem- 
son he had this to say,  "I would 
have to be forced to attend any 
other   college,    anywhere."    Mac 
feels  that  the  Clemson  students 
are extremely easy to get along 
with. 
When asked to comment on 
the  question  of fraternities he 
stated,   "I  think  that fraterni- 
ties would definitely unify the 
student body, but I think this 
should be used only as a last re- 
sort.    I am not in favor of fra- 
ternities in themselves." 
Mac plans to attend the South 
Carolina Medical College in Char- 
leston upon graduation. 
Millions of times a year 
drivers and students keep 
awake with safe NoDoz 
Let NoDoz®aiert you 
through college, too 
NoDoz keeps you alert with caf- 
feine—the same pleasant stim- 
ulant you enjoy in coffee. Fast- 
er, handier, more reliable: non- 
habit-forming NoDoz delivers an 
accurate amount of dependable 
stimulation to keep your mind 
and body alert during study and 
exams until you can rest or sleep. 
P. S.: When you need NoDoz, 
it'll probably be late. Play safe. 
Keep a supply handy. 
British Architect- 
Presents Lecture 
The School of Architecture at 
Clemson College presented a pub- 
lic lecture by the distinguished 
British architect, city planner and 
landscape designer, Peter Shep- 
heard on Monday night. 
Professor Shepheard, in this 
country as a visiting professor at 
the University of Pennsylvania, 
appeared here through the aus- 
pices of the Clemson Architectural 
Foundation. His lecture was held 
at 8:30 p.m. in the architectural 
auditorium. 
A graduate of the Architectural 
School of the University of Liver- 
pool, Shepheard is past president 
of the Architectural Association of 
London, England. He is a planner 
of several of the British "New 
Towns" and is author of the well- 
known book "Modern Gardens." 
without 
filling 
The safe stay awake tablet- 
;   available everywhere 
refreshment 
ferry Bottling Co. 
Anderson—Greenwood 
COLLEGE PUZZLE CONTEST 
FOR STUDENTS 
2 GRAND PRIZES 
.^w^ 
Rambler "American "! 
Big-car roominess... 
small-car economy... 
tops in performance! 
■£&. 
"""''''^iiW?:"'^^M vf'^ 
WIN A RAMBLER STATION WAGON! 
LIGHT UP AND LIVE IT UP! 3 great cigarettes offer you 627 chances to win! 
So pick your pack-save the six wrappers-and get going! It's crossword puzzle fun and real 
smoking pleasure all the way! 
ENTER OFTEN- HAVE FUN-AND WIN! But think carefully! This puzzle is not as easy as it looks. At 
first the DOWN and ACROSS clues may appear simple. There may appear to be more than one "right" 
answer. For example, the clue might read: "Many a coed will be given her best date's P--N." Either "I" 
(PIN) or "E" (PEN) would seem to fit. But-only one answer is apt and logical as decided by the judging staff 
and therefore correct. Read the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH. Good luck! 
100 THIRD PRIZES 
EMERSON TRANSISTOR 
RADIOS 
Packed with power... 
plays 1500 hrs. on 1 set 
of batteries 
500 FOURTH PRIZES: 
Cartons of America's finest cigarettes 
RULES-PLEASE READ CAREFUILY j  HURRY! INTER NOW! CONTEST CLOSES MAY 29,1959 -— 
1. The College Puzzle Contest is open to college 
I students and college faculty members except em- 
f ployees and their immediate families of Liggett 
f & Myers and its advertising agencies. 
2. Fill in all missing letters .*. print clearly. Use 
of obsolete, archaic, variant or foreign words 
prohibited. After you have completed the puzzle, 
send it along with six empty package wrappers 
of the same brand from L&M, Chesterfield or 
Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable hand-drawn 
lacsimile of a complete package wrapper of any 
one of the three brands) to: Liggett & Myers, 
P. O. Box 271, New York 46, N. Y. Enter as 
. often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six 
package wrappers (or a facsimile) with each 
entry. Illegible entries will not be considered. 
3. Entries must be postmarked by midnight, 
Friday, May 29,1959 and received by midnight, 
Friday, June 5,1959. 
4. Entries will be judged by the Bruce-Richards 
Corporation, an independent judging organiza- 
tion, on the basis of logic and aptness of thought 
of solutions. In the event of ties, contestants will 
be required to complete in 25 words or less the 
following statement: "My favorite cigarette is 
<Chesterfield) (L&M) or (Oasis) because ". 
Entries will be judged on originality, aptness of 
thought and interest by the Bruce-Richards 
Corporation. Duplicate prizes will be awarded 
in event of final ties. Illegible entries will not be 
considered. By entering all entrants agree that 
the decision of the judges, shall be final and 
binding. 
5. Solutions must be trie original work of the 
contestants submitting them. All entries become 
the property of Liggett & Myers and none will 
be returned. 
€• Winners will be notified by mail as soon as 
possible after completion of the contest. . 
7. This contest is subject to all Federal, State 
and local laws and regulations. 
m. 
CLUES ACROSS: 
1. These may indicate that a nation is prepared to wage war in the air 
6. Some college students. 
10. "When at , Light up an Oasis. 
11. Sinking ship deserter. 
12. Plural pronoun. 
13. One expects • discussions in a sociology class. 
16. A student's careless ......... might annoy a short-story instructor. 
17. Initials of Uruguay and Denmark. 
18. Germanium (Chem.) 
19. Nova Scotia (Abbr.) 
21. It probably would count when you pick a horse to bet on 
22. Sometimes a girl on a date must into her pocketbook to helD 
pay the tab. • K 
23. The muscle-builder's       may fascinate a poorly developed man. 
z4. Chemical Engineer (Abbr.) 
26. Campers will probably be by a forest fire. 
29. When starting a trip, tourists usually look forward to the first   . 31. At home. 
32. Literate in Arts (Abbr.) 
33. Familiar for faculty member. 
35. Associate in Arts (Abbr.) 
36. One could appear quite harmless at times. 
37. Reverse the first part of "L&M". 
38. What will soon appear in a bombed-out city. 
CLUES DOWN: 
1. The beginning and end of pleasure. 
2. A rural .    - can be inviting to a vacationist. 
3. Second and third letters of OASIS. 
4. When one is .  packed, it could be exasperating to remember 
a few articles that should be included. 
5. It would pay to be careful when glass is . 
6. Grounds to relax on with a mild CHESTERFIELD. 
1. Author Ambler. 
8. District Attorney (Abbr.) 
,?• -£ •.- *rom Paris should please the average woman. 
1^. An inveterate traveler will about distant lands. 
14 are hard to study. 
15. Stone, Bronze and Iron ..... 
20. How Mexicans say, "Yes".*"" 
?=• Ai' L?M cjSa.re.ttes, are " high" in smoking pleasure. 
^5. May be a decisive factor in winning a horse race. 
27. Initials of Oglethorpe, Iona, Rutgers and Emerson. ■ds. United Nations Organization (Abbr.) 
30. Golf mound. 
32. Colloquial for place where the finest tobaccos are tested for L&M. 33. Poet Laureate (Abbr.) 
34. Filter ends. 
35. What Abner might -he called. 
36. Bachelor of Education degree. 
1 
PRINT CLEARLY! ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH 
Mail to Liggett & Myers, P. 0. Box 271. New York 46, Hew York. Be 
sure to attach six empty package wrappers of the same brand (or 
facsimile) from Chesterfield, L&M, or Oasis cigarettes. 
Name. 
Address. 
College. 
•This entry must be postmarked before midnight. May 29,1959 and 
feceived at P. 0. Box 271. New York 46, New York, by midnight 
June 5,1959. ' 
O Vs&n » Myns Tobacco C*. 
